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PREFACE
. ... ..

When we discuss integration and bilingual education, we are, in effect, looking at two
different but N al id definitions of equality. The National Task Force on Desegregation Strate-
gies concluded after a three-year study that a productive, enriching, and legally feasible
interface between bilingual education and desegregation can be achieved.

A conference entitled "Desegregation and Bilingual Education Partners in Quality Edu-
cation" was presented by the Office of Intergroup Relations, California State Department of
Education, on April 2-3, 1981, in San Diego, California. This publication contains the
presentations made by speakers, panelists, and workshop leaders and reflects their thinking
on the subject of desegregation and bilingual education. ,

iThe
goal of this conference was to proNide a greater understanding of the relationship

'trtween school desegregation and bilingual education in California.
Cochairpersons of the conference planning committee were Reuben Burton, Assistant
hief in the Office of Intergroup Relations, and Maria Rosa Grunwaldt, Director, Berkeley
lingual Consortium. Special thanks are due to the chairpersons and members of the com-

mittee for their time, energy, and commitment to making the conference a productiNe one.
Other members of the committee were:

Stuart Bernstein, Director, Integration Planning, Management, Los Angele's Unified
School District

Ramon Cruz, Talent Search, California State University, Long Beach
John Graham, Professor of Education, California State University, Long Beach
Nicelma King, 'Researcher, Rand Corporatibn, Santa Monica
Mary Martin, Consultant, Compensatory and Intergroup Programs, Office of the Los

Angeles 'County Superintendent of Schools
Miiiiigaiiii-Tfe lanchi, University of California, Santa Cruz
Mary McDonald, Director, Lau Center, Oakland
Mario Muniz, Office of Bilingual Bicultural Education, California State Department

of Education
Consuelo Nieto, School of Education, California State University, Long Beach
Albert Ochoa, Director, National Origin Desegregation Lau Center, San Diego State University

Greta Pruitt, Coordinator; Compensatory Education Operation, Los Angeles Unified
School District

JAMES R. SMITH
Deputy Superintendent for
Curriculum and Instructional Leadership

\
Z--75677

PLUS GRIFFIN
Chief Office of Intergroup

Relations

,,



111,11111111i . 111 GENERAL SESSION ONE

iifiiii DESEGREGATION AND BILINGUAL
EDUCATION:

NENE- A NATIONAL PERSPECTIVE
NUM ENi a

Keynote Speaker:

Shirley McCune, Deputy Assistant i:L.retary for
Lqual Ldtiwtional Opportunity Program, U.S. Depart-
ment of LduLattop. 1kaslungton. D.C.'

It is a real pleasure for me to be here with you
today. Unfortunately, the atmosphere is not exactly as
pleasant as I would like it to be for support of the
issues which are being considered. I think it is time for
some very serious consideration of-noLonly_the=ques-
tions of desegregation and bilingual education but
also the question of the future of education in our
country. We have another issue involving'whet her pri-
vate or public schools can better serve the needs of
racial integration and the quality of education.

Most of you in the audience are aware that some-
thing very ,profound is going on in our society today.
We are at a watershed. There is an apparent shift of
power from the federal to state and local govern-
ments. Along with the shift in power will come greater
responsibilities for local leaders and profound changes
for those of us who support any of the equity issues.

All of you know, I am sure, that a proposal has
been made for changing the funding of equity issues
and moving them into block grants. I do not intend to
deal with the pros and cons of block grants. But it is
apparent that if block grants are enacted for the fund-
ing of equity issues, each of us is going to have to
assume a much greater responsibility for ensuring that
funds are used to carry out our goals. We \till hate to
provide our own leadership and learn to work effi-
ciently with those around us.

Perhaps one of the best things we could do at this
time is to try to understand what has happened in our
society. Much of the glue that traditionally held us
together and served us well has at leasvmeakened, if
not dissolved totally. We have been a very prosperous
country. Although we are a small portion of the
world's population, we consume a large portion of its
resources. We are a country that has been blpsed in
many ways, but I think we ate seeing a time when we
are going to have to choose our priorities in a different
way.
Names, tales, and locations of conference participants were those in
effect hen thi% oubliglion sus being L.ompiled.
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All of us would affirm the need for dealing-with the
econoritic issues of our society and for making sure
that our society continues strong and healthy. But my
great concern at this time is that we do not forget that
our human resources, and particularly our children,
are the most important things.

It would be a mistake to approach the next few
years by dismantling programs that, in fact, are essen-
tial for our survival. I think thaLitis_essential-that-we-------
"have a strong, healthy school system. Each of us must
make sure to accept the responsibility for giving
greater support to equity programs everywhere and to
protect the progress that has been made.

How do we do that? How do bilingual education
and desegregation fit into the larger educational
issues? Perhaps the only thing we can count on in the
future is change. That is the thing that will continue to
be with us, and we see it in the areas of desegegation.
and bilingual education. The meanings of the very
words haVe evolved over a period of time, and the
advocacy groups for those two movements have
evolved over a period of time. At this point we need to
determine where we have mutual interests, how we
can capitalize on the things that we agree on, and how
we can build a sufficient power base to protect the
things that are most important to all of us.

We are a country that has been blessed in
many ways, but I think we aie seeing a time
when we are going to have to choose our
priorities in a different way:

I would like to deal with three questions. First,
what are our mutual, overriding goals? Second, what
in the evolution of desegregation led to what is per-
ceived to be a split between bilingual education and
desegregation? And third, what do we need to do to
ensure that our mutual interests are served?

Let me start with the question of our goals. Several
years ago a researcher in Oklahoma did a series of
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studies un how to get groups to work together. Basi-
cally, he found that the way you present a task to a
group, tliF way you structure groups, and the amount
of contact the groups have with one another are very
important. But the primary facto' in ensuring that
groups learn to work together is that they see coopera-
tion as being in their own interests. We must under-
stand that it is in our own interest to work with others
because we all depend on one another, not only eco-
nomically bUt politically and socially.

With that in mind, perhaps we could think about
des,gregation in a way that I thirlk we are going to
have to use as d selling point for desegregation and for
bilingual education. I believe it is very difficult to sell
people on busing just for the sake of busing, tocn

_
nicest understand that it is in our own

interest to work with others because we all
depend on one mother, not only
economically but politically and socially.

though I might be able to put together some argu-
ments for that. And it is very difficult to sell people un
the need for bilingual education when it is not per-
ceived to be in their own interests. In fact, it may be
perceived, as being threatening.

It seems to me that the rhetoric we need to adopt
for our purposes is that of quality education. Unfortu-
nately, we have usually equated quality education
with high academic standards. Now, that is a part of
quality education, and it is a very important part, but
tt is not the only part. My definition of quality educa-
tion is one that we truly prepare people for effective
living as adults in our society. Quality education,
then, would include not only the preparation of chil-
dren in terms of basic skills, language acquisition (bilin-
gual acquisition for all students we would hope),
mathematics, the sciences, all the things we tradition-
ally think of as part of the academic curriculum, but
also preparation for participation in the world of
work. Schools continue to channel minorities and
females into traditional roles through career counsel-
ing and training programs. Social equality is not pos-
silble without economic equality. So work preparation
is a part of quality education.

A third and tremendously important part of quality
education is p (Aiding students with respect for them-
selves so that they feel worthwhile, continue to grow
and contribute to our society, and are expected to du
so.

2

A fourth ingredient of quality education is that stu-
dents are exposed to people who are different. Most
of us feel safer with people who are like us, and we
tend to organize our lies so that we deal only with
people who are like-us. We like in neighborhoods by
income levels. We go to church with people w ho are

, like us. We see people who are like us in our profes:
sional associations. That serves some of our basic
needs, but the truth is we learn from people w ho are
different. What we have to do is to instill our children
and ourselves N'k i t h enough confidence and security
that we can move beyond our basic safety needs.

Another part of quality education On understand-
ing of the history and the coniributions of all groups
in our society. I have spent a great deal of time exam-
ining textbooks for omissions of thehistory of various
groups of Americans_and..for_the-stereotypes-that-con
tinue to be used in those tc,xtbooks. We have to deal
with these basic issues in theYeVisiori of our curriculum.)ti

Finally, we know, that qtqlity ed cation can occur
only when people have actual hands-on opportunities
for interacting, working, and learning to live with peo-
ple who are different from themselves.

Now if we applythis expanded definition of quality
education, it becomes clear that some of the 'tradi-
tional approaches to education need to be changed. In
terms of desegregation, the mutual goals can be found
in going back to the 1955 U.S. Supreme Court deci-
sion in Brown v. Board of Education of Topeka, a
landmark case that everyone in our field remembers.
It is interesting that relatively few people remember
that the issue of segregating Hispanics was addressed
about three years prior to that in a court case in
Texas. Although the case resulted in a decision that
Hispanics could not be segregated even though they
had been subjected to a hundred years of segregation-
ist practices in the United States, it was not until three

. Quality education can occur only when
people have actual hands-on opportunities
for interacting, working, and learning to live
with people who are different from
themselves,

years later, when Bruin was decided, that the deci-
sion was implemented and Hispanic groups were
included in the right to attend public school and
receive education in an integrated setting.

We all remember the efforts to dismantle the dual
system in southern states, and we remember the con-
cepts and the words of the dual systems. We forget

8



some of the lessons that we learned in that process. If
ou go back and read the legislative history of 1964,

you will find.a romantic, rather naive belief that we
were all a part of the belief that if we simply put black
children and white children in the same classroom,
somehow we would end up with an integrated school
system. About ten years passed before we understood
that the dual systems did not disappear when black
and white children are put in the same school. We
learned that dual systems are maintained in the expec-
tations of teachers and administrators. They are main-
tained in differential treatment of students, and they
are maintained in differential curriculup, differential
reinforcement of students, and differential provision
of role models. Now, it was on that basis for black-
white desegNgation that we b.egan..to understand the
issues that are involved in the treatment of Asians,
Hispanics, Native Americans. and females. It was in
that experience that we began to understand the sub-
tleties of integration, and we began to change our
understanding of the word desegregation. Unfortu-
nately, some of the programs I work with today still
depend on a fairly narrow definition of desegregation,

.,Learning goes on in both directions. So
it is important that we provide the
maximum amount of interracial contact
possible.

meaning physical desegregation of students. But I

would like to state for you what I think desegregation
really means. I think it is sufficiently broad and gen-
eral that it includes the issue of bilingual education
and many of the other issues we are going to have to
deal with.

I would say that there are levels of. desegregation
and that each level has different goals. The first and'in
some ways the easiest partbelieve it or not for those
0.1 you from Los Angeles -is physical desegregation.
Now this may sound like a very artificial kind of thing
to some people, but the primary purpose of physical
desegregation is to ensure interracial contact.

It is important for students to have a variety of
peers with whom they can interact because they will
learn different things from different groups. By the
way, I think we tend to overlook the two-way nature
of interaction, learning goes on in both directions. Su
it is important that we provide the maximum amount
of interracial contact possible.

The second level of desegregation is based on the
structure that is provided in Title VI and in case law.

At this level we face what I term the access issues.
Clearly, one of the issues in bilingual education is that
of access. An integrated classroom is impossible if
there are children who need bilingual services and do
not receive them. It would be nice to think that at
some point in our history we will believe that all stu-
dents need bilingual education. Bnt the access issues
include not only the language but the right to enroll in
certain programs. Without mentioning any districts in
California, in a recent application for Emergency
School Aid funds, I was appalled to find that the
location of\ oLational schools in that community led
to a very clear pattern of denial of access of vocational
education courses to both blucks and Hispanics.
Those are the kinds k 'tuitions that we have to con-
tinue to deal with.

The third level of dicgregation is the one closest to
my heart and the one that I happen to think is the
most important the interaction between the child
and the adults in the school. I am talking about both
administrators and teachers. Ultimately, equality and
equal education are determined by the relationship
the child has with the teacher and the plidcipal in the
school. It is in the day-to-day interactions that chil-
dren learn not only what isin_the curriculum but_how
an adult sees them, and what an adult expects of
them. We need a tremendouS" amount of work in
understanding different cultures and developing the
skills to ensure that children are actually treated in
terms of their individual needs rather than our expec-
tations and our stereotypes about their needs.

The next level of desegregation involves the curricu-
lum. The curriculum must be expanded to include
multicugural aspects. This level includes not only cor-
recting the stereotypes and omissions of today's cur-
riculum but also expanding the curriculum so that the
needs of all children and all groupswhether they are
Hispanics, blacks. Asians. Native Americans, Pacific
Islandets, or Western European are All considered in
the curriculum.

Finally. there is the issue of role modeling, an
extremely important issue.il was just looking at some
of the school statistics for:California. About 25 per-
cent of the students are frdm Hispanic backgrounds,
but only about 6 perce , of the teachers and the
administrators are His anic. I do not have the data
for black children or sian children, but I could guess
that there are some discrepancies in those areas. A
child who does not see someone like himself or herself
in an adult role has a great deal of difficulty asjiring
to that pole. As you may know, Hispanics have the
highest dropout rate among all groups in the nation's
schools. I think it is related to the fact that they do not

3



hate adults in saouls who understand them and
appreciate their cultural background. It is true for
black children. Pacific Islanders. Asians. or any other
group.

If we analyze my broadened definition of desegre-
gation. we find goals that include the interests of all
gimps We are 'tally talking about imp' ot ing the
quality of education in public schools, and this may be
t he rhetoric needed in the future to gain the support
and understanding needed to continue w oi king tow and
the goals we hate concentrated on in terms of equity.

Now we come to the question of how we got to. this
point in desegregation and w hat is really happening.
Even-though we luwe to change. how can we maintain
tite gains that have been made? Early desegregation
studies were not cry encouraging. Howeter, I think
there has been a tremendous lack of attention git en to
recent studies. These studies are much more encourag-
ing at least to me. If we look just at the issue of
physical integration of students. we hate seen prog-
ress made. particularly in the southern states, for
black students. And with that progress has come the
v cry encouraging information that the academic achicvc-
ment of black students in the southern states is run-
ning ahead of that in other areas of the country. The
results suggest that the funds that hate been spent and
the effort; that hate been made for racial desegrega-
tion in the South are paying off. Some of the aca-
demic goals are being achiet ed.

Despite this progress we still hate tremendous prob-
lems in the schooling of black children. Forty percent
of the black students in the United States today go to
schools in w hich 90 percent to 100 percent of the stu-
dents in a classroom are minority children.

9 child who does not see someone like
himself or herself in an adult role has
great deal of difficulty aspiring to that role.

If we look at the case of Hispanics. the probleiii
becomes even more obvious. The segregation of His-
panics has surpassed the segregation of black students
in every section of the country. This fact has been
attributed in part to the geographic concentrations of
Hispanics and in part to a trade-off of goals. Some of
the litigation involving desegregation has included a
conscious determination by Mexican-American groups
not to join in eburt suits at the early stages but partici-
pate later as intervenors. As yibti know, in any desegre-
gation court ease, the first part of the case is usually

4

concerned with whether there in fact has been discrim-
ination. -r e second part addresses the issue of how to
remediate he discrimination. It is in that second stage
that llispanic groups. articularly Mexican-Americans,
hate been invoiced. l'he remedies hate been quite
limited in one sense, they hate focused on bilingual
education. But because the Hispanic groups were not
invoked in the first stages of litigation, they were not
involved in the issues of reassignment of pupils. I

think this condition was true in California in a
number of cases in which the difficulties of trying to
take care of all the racially isolated schools hate
plagued us as we hate tried to deal with desegregation
plans.

The "National ,Study of Hispanics in Desegrega-
tionI was conducted by the Latino Institute. It was
completed. I belie\ e. in 1978, and it is the eent
major assessment of what desegregation has actua
don4. One of the findings of that study, as I hat
mentioned, is that blacks are more segregated than
Hispanics between schools and across schools but that
the segregation of blacks has decreased more than the
segregation of Hispanic students. Some et idence.sug-
gests that desegregation of black students has in fact
had something to do with the increased segregation of
Hispanic students, because many of the desegregation
plans Bate dealt with only two races rather than from
a multiethnic perspective.

Another finding of the study is that limited His-
panic community participation and acceptance of
desegregation plans IN frequently a problem, but it has
been otercome in cases in which there has been a
consistent effort to int oh, e the community to ensure
an understanding of the plan. Desegregation cannot
happen effectively or be an effective tool for all groups
without the real involvement of the community. His-
panic groups hate resisted court-ordered desegrega-
tion plans. because the plans tend to disperse Chicano
or Mexican-American ur Hispanic students so that
they are no longer eligible for bilingual education or
early childhood education services. In (act. desegreq-
tion has often been implemented to the direct- disat -

vantage of Hispanic groups.
Another finding of the study was that racially bal-

anced student assignments resulted in positive out-
comes Tor Hispanics. in that the district moved to
improve facilities and curriculum. In situations where
there has been an attempt to achieve real racial bal-
ance in schools, districts have responded by improv-
ing the tots! curriculum and facilities that were
ignored before. .

Another thing thtft was pointed out in the study is
that the majority-dominated districts may support bi-

1 0



lingual education but not for the same reasons da the
Ilispanie community or the Asian 1, ommunit). It may
be supported simply as a way o maintaining segre-
gated Ilispanie or Asian schools. for example. So we
have pressures on both sides. It I important that you
support bilingual education. but our motive for sup-
porting it may need to he undertood.

The conclusion of the study was that desegregation
did not appear to harm the interest. of y, group elk.
students if it was implemented in an understanding
fashion. Now that is the big IF. No group necessarily
loses in the implementation of a desegregation plan.
particularly if the plan is comprehensive. dealing not
only with physical klesegt cgation but with curriculum,
staffing, and the training of teachers and administrators.

The question we ha% e to ask otusekes now is, What
can we do in out future desegregation effoi Is? Whether
we all them desegregation efforts of something else.
it seems to me that we have learned some lessons from
the past that we can apply in the future. It is impor-
tant that each 'of us applies them because these deci-
sions will be niorc.pind more the decirons of !owl
leadership.

The first thing we learned was that school desegre-
gation plans should cal elully distinguish the needs of
blacks, the needs of Hispanics, the needs of Asians.
Nati% e americans, Pacific Islanders i.%eiy group ip
the 1. ommun Mc common needs and, tko 'ilferen-
tial needs of groups in the community m e taken
into account in the kloclopmcnt of a ph....

.\ second thing we haye found is that desegregat...ii
plans must Allele to existing state and federal guide-
lines fur bilingual education. L% cry attempt should he
made to, a% oid the dispersal of and non-
English speaking students to make sure it it is eeo-
nom-lean) feasible to pro\ ide necessary %a% ices and to
make sure that the studehts' opportunities ate not
limited.

Again, it IN critical that attention he gi en to the
issue of role modeling. [here, has been a tendency for
Ilispank children iol%ed in desegregation ..ot to
come into contact with supporti% e role models. Pro-
viding such role models implies the hiring of addi
Ilonal staff lather titan simply desegrcgacing or breaking
up the Hispanic staff. That can he done if the' c Is a
intieh closer balance between the characteristics of the
population of students and the characteristics of the
population of staff. )

Desegregation efforts must include both teal coin-
munity-parent involvement programs and extensive
retraining and resot.lithiatIon of staff. There Lan he no
such tlu an effective desegregation plan %%idiom

intensive staff deselopinent. There Is not enough of .

what I call systematic or sequential staff development
ul whieh teachers and administrators learn the skill
and the techniques that are essential not on') for ,
mauve action bt for %%I it I call affirmative education.

Desegregation cannot happen effectively or
. be an effective tool for all groups without

the real involvement of the community.

I hes success of any social mo% einem and I do
think that educational equity is one of the most impor-
tant social mo% ements of out time and will eontinuti
to he an impoitant movement depends on three
components. a % ision of where we are going. inecha-
nisnis of hope to keep people ino%ing and motivated
towai d that vision, and t he cm pow el MC III of people to
work for that vision.

,

I would like to suggest that wt e nave a common
v MOIL t h e WW1 %1 e have is that our children are one
of our most important resources and that we all have
a iesponsibility for children. Whether or not they are
out children biologieally, tile) are in fact our precious
eommodity, and out future depend. on them./04p
indi%idual dilleient.es can be resod el if we Wade'
stand that it IN in OW enlightened set inteiest 16 %%uk
for that vision.

We also hae a s ision of 'a society that Is different.
I he United States is a Bleat social e\ pet Uncut. It still
i cmains probably the w orld's most 'divtisely pope-
laced county) that has attempted to build on disci sit)
as an asset. I he benefits of this approach have been
leahied in many ways. Rut we also !we to under-
stand the inherent problems. Out % ision is to make
sure that it %yolks, that we truly affirm the dignity of
the individual, and that we truly build a society in
which all contributions can be recognised and accepted.

I also think it is impoitant to realize that we are
going to need to work on mechanisms of hope in the
twine. I do not think that the yea's ahead ale going
he easy. One of the things we need to du mote 01 is
--networking." We continue to look to people who arc
tike us for networking. but what we have to Ica' n to
do now is to go out to gimps that are harden to talk
to. We must talk to the groups that have nada ionally
been opposed to the goals that we espouse. Network-
ing must be not only a support for us but also a form
of ad vocacy, g

Basically. the function of education is cntpow cr .

meat. Paolo here always says there is noth ng so



truly revolutionar} as education. It is rev olutionar} in
the sense that it gi%es people the power to act in their
ow p behalf, and that is exited) what is needed for all
minorit} groups. It is needed for all human beings.

We must make sure that in education we do not
simply perpetuate the ;tams quo but also foster soda,
change. We are preparing children to live in a society
that is different from the one ixisting now. It is one

I
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which we have hopes fur, one for whieb we have
dreams that things w ill.be better. Perhaps it is in times
of athersit) that we find our greatest strengths. It is in
times of adversit} that we -gin to appreciate what is
reall} important in our lives. Duping the next feo
}ears, we ma"); find out whether or not we do have
those strengths.
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GENERAL SESSION TWO

LEGAL REQUIREMENTS RELATED
TO DESEGREGATION
AND BILINGUAL
EDUCATION

c.

Region IX, U.S. Department of Educatvii **,._ ...

I am going to discuss the legal roots of the topic of
this conference. I have to say that I am going to make
legal interpretations w ith which lawyers and educa-
tors can honestly disagree. Disagi-eement also occurs,
I am sure, 1k ithin the state government, v ithin the
federal government, and among educators. I am pre-
senting my understanding of the law. I will do my best
to be consistent with what I understand to be the
;nterpretati,,,,s of the federal government, but I would
not pretend that there is only one opinion or one
interpretation of any of these issues.

The thesis that I would like to develop v ith you is
based on historical inevitability. When we discuss
integration and bilingual education, we are, in effect.
looking at two different but valid definitions of equal-
ity. It IS also my helief that these two v iews of equality
Lan, sriould. and must be harmonized. I would like to
discuss mostly the % iew of equality that has arisen
around bilingual education. My colleague, Tom Grif-
fin, I think, will discuss the definition of equality that
has arisen in the area of integration.

Thirty-live years ago, eight years before Brown v.
Board of Education of Topeka (347 U.S. 483 [1955]),
which is the landmark case concerning integration, in
a case concerning the Westminster School District, a
federal court held for the first time that the mainte-
nance of separate schools for various races violates
the Fourteenth Amendment of the U.S. Constitution,
something to be said by the Brown court much later.
The case ihd not concern the Deep South. It con-
cerned Orange County, California, and the students

. involved were not black students, they were brown
students. So when we start with the early civil rights
history, particularly in the Far West, the courts were
first concerned with the fact that a student's language
was used by school dis Acts as an excuse for separat-

/g students because of their race.
Eiefendants in the \Vestthinster Lase Low, inced the

federal court that the quality of instruction that the
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Hispanic students received, which was justified on the
bas's of the fact that they didtnot speak English, was
of the same quality as that received in the Anglo
schools. The court still found it illegal because it was
the intention, the purpose,..,or, the objective of the
school district to use this seeming educational ratio-
nale to separate children and to discriminate agains,t
them. Sow hen we start historically, we have to under-
stand that the courts perhaps are suspicious of say ing
thatttion- and limited-English-speaking students should
be separated to give them an equal educational
opportunity.

Thus, the first time the issue of special needs of non-
or lithited-English-speaking students was considered,
the court found that separate education cannot be
equal education. And that is the first view of equality,
the view of equality that was carried on in the Bruit n
case.

When we discuss integration and bilingual
education, we are, in effect, looking at two
different but valid definitions of equality.

Several years later, the Department of Health, Edu-
cation, and Welfare (now divided into the Depart-
ment of Health and Human Services and the Depart-
ment of Education) issued regulations to implement
Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. Title VI is
m hat I call a "one-liner." It in effect says that you shall
not discriminate on the basis of race or national origin
against beneficiaries of federal programs. And in this
case we arc talking about federal educational pro-
grams. Article I of the U.S. Constitution gives Con-
gress the authority to issue laws to effect that civil
rights principle, Congress, in turn, in Section 201 of
Title VI, gave HEW the responsibility for explaining
that one-liner, and that is how the regulations were
developed. As required HEW issued regulations, and
I would like to highlight just a few sections of those--
regulations:

Section 80.3(a) states, "No persons shall be
excluded from participation in a federal-funded

13 .
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program on the basis of national origin." So,
right there, you see that what we ate looking at is
children ha% mg access to or getting insoked in
%%limner program the federal recipient, the school
district, is providing.
Section 80.30)(2) (and I wo.nt to .be clear that
this rung predates the Lau ...Viz /ruts (414 U.S.
563 [1974]1., decision) states that recipients may
not operate their education:11 program using
methods that have the effect of subjecting indi-
viduals...,to discrimination because of national
origin. If that sounds WA 'a lot egobbledygook,
what it [the court] is trying to say is/that. irrespec-
tive of a district's intention, if it [Kai district] adopts
programmatic approaches that turn out to hurt
children because of their national origin. then it
[the district] is violating Title VI.
Section 80.3(b)(4) states. "No person shall be
denied a benefit under the program enjoyed by
others on account of national origin." So we are
looking at the notion that Anglo children, for
example, are receiving benefits under an educa-
tional program and so. too, ought all children.
irrespective of race-ror national origin'.

In Ma), 1979, HEW for the. first time attempted to
define more specifically the Title VI regulations. The
department came to realize that the general defini-
tions needed clarification with respect to Lhildrei, who
were limited-English proficient or, as we say. non- or
limited-English speaking. And again. I think. Lon/
terns about segregation occurred in a May 25. 197
memorandum in which the department said. "Any
ability grouping or traLking system employed by a
school district to deal with special language-skill
needs of national-origin-minority -group children must
be designed to meet such skill needs as soon as possi-
ble and must not operate as an educational dead end
or permanent track." So HEW was beginning to stake
out its position, w Inch was that children can be sepa-
rated to the extent it is necessary to give them their
equal educational t ..unity, but it must not be a
permanent separatic,... SChotil districts must also be
alert to ensure that they can achieve equal access and
integration at the same time. The same memorandum
continued with words that you have probably heard
time and time tigain.at Lau conferences, because they
were adopted by the U.S. Supremc_Court as its ratio-
nale in the Lau decision.

The memorandum stated, "Where he inability to
speak and understand" the English language excludes
national-origin-group children from effective partici-
pation in an educational program offered by a school
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district, the district must take affirmative steps to rec-
tify the language deficiency in order to open its
instructional program to these students." This state-
ment represented an important change in the defini-
tion of equality because what it told districts w;B that
identical treatment is not necessarily equal treatment.
Is meant that districts, at least with respect to non- or
limited-English-speaking children, have to do some-
thing affirmative. This is a notion of equality that is
very different from the notions of equality first set
forth in the Bruttn decision. These principles were
tested rigorously in the landrnalk Lau case.

School districts must also be alert to ensure
that they can a hieve equal access and
integration at he same time.

M you probably all know. Lau involved about
3,000 Chinese children in the -San Fransisco Unified
School District. About 1,000 of the children received
some special services; about 2.000 children received
the same educationrits all other children. In the district
wilt and in the appellate court, the first and second

levels in the judicial, system, it was argued that this
unequal treatment was a violation of the Fourteenth
Amendment. That argument did not succeed. The
Supreme Court in effect ducked the issue and said
that HEW', under Title VI, was empoweied to look at
the problems of these children, decide how to gi;
them equal educational opportunity. and then define
w hat school districts must do. So. in a narrow sense,
w hat the court did was simply to say that the defini-.
tion Of equality adopted by HEW was within its

,authority and that itiwas a reasonable and constitu-
tionally permissible interpretation of Title VI.

['owner, I think there is a more important point to
Lome out of that Lase. The court accepted the notion
that identical treatment is not necessarily equal treat-
ment and that school districts may have to do some-
thing affirmative to give children equal treatment. The
wort in effect came up with a number of principles
that I think will last forever, despite all the conflict
and despite all the questions about bilingual educa-
tion. First of all, Title VI protects national-origin-
minotity children. Second, when a district discriminates
against children because of their language, it is dis-
criminating against them because of their national
origin. That is how %, e get the hook, that is how, we get
jurisdiction over the issue of language-minority chrl
en. To try to provide these children equal educa-
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tional opportunity merely by treating them the same
GIN their peers is untenable. The court said time is no
equality of treatment, merely. by providing children
with the same facilities, textbooks, teachers, and cur
riculurn, because students w ho do not understand
English are effectively foreclosed from any meaning-
ful education. Third, the imposition of the require-
inent that a child must already know English before
he or she can participate in an educational program is
to make a mockery of public education.

I would like to clarify some myths about the Lau
decision because I think it is good to have a legal
foundation for discussions of the issues to be raised in
this conference. First of all, the Lau decision did not
reach the issue of w hether or not bilingual eau ation
is required under the Title VI. The court was not
asked to reach that issue. When the Lase was remanded
to the local federal court for fashioning of a remedy, a
bilingual education progra n was created, but Lau
does not require bilingual education. It is mypersonal
%pm, a view which I have urged on the Department of
Education, that bilingual education is the most logical
fulfillment of the principles of Lau. The reasons I say
that are, first, that most of the courts that filed the
LIU decision did order bilingual education and,
second, if we logically think about the Lau decision,
IA hat other than bilingual .education does not create
English as a prerequisite for equal and effective partic-
ipation in the instruction provided by a school distrkt?

Let me go on to a few of the minor my ths of Lau. I

have heard many school districts say Lau is only
about children w ho speak no English. That is not cor-
rect. The Lau decision says that it is about children
who speak little or no English. Morc-Vily, it is

about children who are denied effective partrdpation
because of their language ability. \\, here effective par-
ticipation begins and ends is w hat the Lau decision is

The level of feasibility for the various group
sizes is not always the same, but I think we
have to be very careful that the bottom line
is that no child may be denied his or her
rights.

about. The second thing I hear school districts say is
the Lau decision applies only to large groups of chil
dren. That misconception is based on the concurring
opinion of Justice Blackman, who said exactly those
words. However, the majority opinion and the lan-
guage of Title VI itself, wt ich says "no person," do
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not refer to people who are members of large minority
groups or people who are there in large numbers. Title
VI states that no person shall be denied equal educa-
tional opportunity. That does not mean that as a mat-

, ter of common sense and equity we do not have to
make compromises, that we do not have to solve prob-
lems involving very small groups of children. The level
of feasibility for the various group sites is not always
the same, but I think we have to b.. very careful that
the bottom line is that no child may be denied his or
her rights.

I want to talk to you very briefly about some cases
that followed the Lau decision. Much of the contro-
versy in this area has been . about whether bilingual
education is a required remedy. The thesis I have con-
tinued to develop is that, although Lau did not require
it, bilingual education is the logical extension of LIU.

In United States . Te.tas, m, hick, as Shirley McCune'
mentions in her address, occurred before the Lau deci-
sion, bilingual education was required to presere the
feasibility of a desegregation order in the state of
Texas. So, in some sense, the first federal court to
order bilingual education did so because it saw it as a
neLzssary element of successfully achieving desegrega-
ttun. We can see from the Net.) beginning that desegre-
bation and bilingual education are seen by some
federal courts to go hand in hand.

In subsequent cases this notion has continued to
develop. In several Lases Salta . Espaira
N. Nen Yuri., Ciraron v. Brentn am!, and Rios v.
Reed the plaintiffs wanted the courts to rule that
bilingual education is a right, and ..hat is what the
courts held. It is interesting to note, though, that in
some of the more recent cases Cannot , Brentiuud
and Rtes N. Reed, for example the court continued
to look over its shoulder at the issue of the separation
of children to achieve a bilingual program. Again and
again the courts decided that districts cannot use bilin-
gual education as an excuse for separating children. In
other words, children should not be isolated all day in
bilingual education programs. Students should be
moved to the standard program as soon al they arc
capable.

I want to be very clear. I am not talking about the
issue of maintenance bilingual education; if mainte-
nance bilingual education simply means that, after
children are fluent in English, they still spend part of
the day developing their native language skills. I see
nothing conflicting with the pi inciple being discussed.
If maintenance bilingual education means, as it did in
the Cattrurz Lase, keeping children isolated all day for
all eight years of their basic education, then these deci-
sions do conflict with maintenance education. But I
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think a proper definition of maintenance education
would not conflict with these notions.

One of the issues that now seem to be haunting
people with respect to this matter is that the Supreme
Court in the Bakke decision raised the issue of
whether the regulations on «hick HEW based its May
25 memorandum and on which in turn the Supreme
Court decided the Lau* case arc in fact an improper

So, in some sense, the first federal court to
order bilingual education did so because it
saw it_as_a necessary element of successfully
achieving desegregation.

interpretation of Title VI. Because the regulation said
that any action with a discriminatory effect is prohib-
ited irrespective of the intent of the school district,
many school districts are ,saying it appears that the
Lau decision is in trouble. I would like to differ. I he
Supreme Court subsequent to the Bakke decision
appeared to pull back from that position and, as far as
I am concerned, the Lau decision Is still good and
strong law.

Even if the issue of intent were to be undercut, I still
think that the principle that identical education is not
equal, education will remain. I think there is a more
important idea to be learned from the Bakke decision.
In Bakke the University of California attempted to
justify a racial quota system on the ground:, that diver-
sity in education, which is what was achieved through
this quota system, was a compelling state interest that
could justify a form of intentional discrimination
against white persons. The court did not quite go that
far.because the court did not permit a quota system to
stand, but the court did say that the University of
Californr could take race into account in reviewing
the admissi ns applications of students.

To permit a public'institution even to take race into
account, the state has to have a strong justification,
and the Supreme Court in Bakke found that justifica-
tion The justification is that diversity in education
to have black and white children, to have brown and
white children, to have brow n and black children
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encountering one another is such an important edu-
cational objective that some form of discrimination,
against w hite persons can take place. What the courts
have faced, with the question of how to harmonize
bilingual education and desegregation, is that bilin-
gual education, as the courts in the Tenth Circuit
stated in Kei es v. Dem er, may not serve as an excuse
for failure to integrate children. There are probably a
number of good reasons: (I) Because historically
many districts in Texas and California did not want
brown and w hite children together, so they set up
separate language sLhools. (2) If you start aLcepting
kit rationale, you may be saying something Ncry dan-
gerous about keeping black and v. hite children apart
as well. (3) The first definition of equalitythat is,
separate but equalcannot exist as a constitutional
principle, whereas the principle of bilingual education
may be only a statutory principle. I say "may" because
that issue is still a matter of legal controversy.

In other words, bilingual education may not serve
as an excuse not to desegregate. At the same time,
because the court wants diversity and wants integra-
tion to succeed, I think that any pirogram that brings
children together in large enough clusters so that they
will have a real bilingual program will be acceptable.
In fact, in a number of cases, this is exactly what the
federal courts have permitted.

Time and time again a court has ordered black and
white children to integrate, and Hispanic groups have
intervened at the last minute to ask, "flow are we
going to be treated under this plan?" It becomes clear
that Hispanic children are going to be moved as well,

In other words, bilingual education may" not
Serve as an excuse not to desegregate.

and the courts will order that the children be moved in
such a way as to preserve their bilingual programs. So
here we have groups, which perhaps have different
definitions of equality, needing a little bit different
kind of treatment to achieve equality. The two con-
cepts can be harmonized and can work together.



SecOnd Speaker

Thomas M. Griffin, Chief Counsel, Legal Office,
California State Department of Education

It is rn) pleasur to share w ith you a few thoughts
on the progress or lack of progress Of integration and
the legal requirements that face us in California today.

am reminded of the story about the doctor, the
e .gineer, and the lawyesr, who were arguing about
%hose occupation NA, as the oldest. The doctor said,
"Well, in the beginning God created woman from the
rib of the man, and that wits a medical feat." And the
engineer said, "Well, there %vele engineers before that

keeause the Book says that the Father created order
out 9f chaos, and that was an engineering feat." And
the fa) er said, "Well, there were lawyers before that,
who do you think created the chaos ?'

I think much of the chaos during integration has
been created by lawyers. The creation of order in the
months and years ahead will not be an engineering
feat, but an educational one. I 1,hink our story, in
terms of the requirements that face us now in Califor-
nia; has to start with Ket es %. Dent er although the
background. for the integration and the requirements
for determining that a district was under an obligation
-to desegregate schools developed, of course, out of
dual southern school systems. The court for the first
time applied those principles to northern school dis-
tricts, requiring, quite logically, that any offiCial
action that contributed to the segregation of the races
was unconstitutional and had to be corrected.

A distinction was made between deliberate segrega-
tion,-official segregation if you will,_and segregation
that just happens by accident, or de facto segregation.
The court was faced in tnery instance with finding
that the school systei , the government, and the
school board in sum way had contributed to the
segregation that existed. The reined), then, once that
finding was in place, was the elimination,,of that
segregation.

The converse was also true. When there was no
liading of intentional segregation of one ethric group
from another, then there was no obligation under the
Fourteenth Amendment to integrate the schools. So
we had the dichotomy that existed in California, One
can argue that that distinction existed in Ca4ifornia
until .1976, when the California Supreme Court inter-
preted the desegregation requirements under state law
and under the state constitution.

In that decision the court did four very interesting
things. First of all, the court eliminated the distinction
between de jure segregation and de facto. It said that
school districts hay e an obligation to eliminate the
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segregation that exists, regardless of bow it was
formed. The court did that for two basic reasons. One
is that the child whose educational opportunities are
being denied does not know whether the segregation is
deliberate or not, but the impact on the child and the
deprivation of educational opportunity are just as real.
SeLondly, the court perceived, and I think correctly,
the distinction between de facto and de jure segr,:ga-
t ion as "angels dancing on the head of a pin." In every
case in California in which the distinction was an
issue, the courts have found that the school district
was guilt) of intentional segregation.

Sometimes the burden is difficult for the plaintiffs.
The law is clear that they must trace the history of the
governing board actions from the 1920s through the
1970s. You look to the pattern established by a
governing board when it was faced with choices such
as where to build schools and how to draw the atten-
dance areas. And %hen the board did that in Ke) es, it
found that as the black neighborhood expanded, the
school district would keep building smaller schools
that would serve the black area only, rather than
larger schools that would draw from both black and
white areas. That was intentional segregation.

The court was faced in every instance with
finding that the school system, the
government, and the school board in some
way had contributed to the segregation that
existed.

In Oxnard, California, the federal court remanded
a Lase for a trial on whether the segregation was legal
or illegal, deliberate or unintentional. When the plain-
tiffs reread the governing board minutes, they found
some interesting things. One was that the secretary of
the board of education in those days was very meticu-
lous and took % e r ) careful notes about what was said
in meetings. They found a statement in .;le minutes of
the governing board in which a trustee said in effect,
that it was the policy of the board to keep the Mexi-
Lan kids where they belong. Do you have any doubt
that that was intentional segregation?

There have been a very few cases in which a goern-
ing board has Vi n on that issue. The second thing
that the court did in the Oxnard case (Crattford) is
that it modified the references to segregation. The
term that. the court used was isolation, the court
focused on not just racial balance in terms of percent-
ages and numbers but the effect of isolation in the
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educational program that depritres those children of
an,equal educational opportunity. The court made it
clear that absolute balance was not the constitutional
requirement. The question was what happens to the
educational opportunity of the minority students.

the court said the districts arc under an obligation
to Like reasonable and feasible steps to alleviate the
isolation. It did not make school boards the guaran-
tors of absolute racial balance. Then the court did
another interesting thing, .konsidering the passage of
time. It said that the primary responsibility for alle-
iating this isolation was that of the governing boards
of school districts anti that the courts should stay out
of the process where the educators showed some rea-
sonable promise of making some progress. If the
school districts are making prygress or show ing prom-
ise of making progress, said the Supreme Court, then
courts ought to stay out of it.,Well, that was good
advice.

The State Board of Education decided to get into
the act at that point and continue what had been fur
some yeats a leadership tulc in the area. The regula
tions had been written in 1969, ithout the benefit of
any underlying statute, and those regulations had
ben set aside b.y Proposition 21 in 1972.

The Board decided at this point that what was
needed was not another mandate, because it is hard to
beat the Supreme Court for mandates. What was
needed was a process for districts to go through to
examine the schools to determine whether they had an
obligation under Crawford. because school districts
were on the spot. In many areas, of course, it took a
court order, and even then sometimes that was not
entirely sufficient. There had been only a few districts
that adopted desegregation plans tvthout any kind of
intervention by a court or anybodyle. So what the
State Board realised is that districts, in a sense,

The court said the districts are under an
obligation to take reasonable and feasible
steps to alleviate the isolation.

needed a clutch or needed a stick. The districts needed
to know that when they stated in on the desegrega
nun process Eck implement the requirement of Craw
ford, they were itot alone in doing it. ENery school
district was going 4hrough the sane thing, and, if the
district wanted to bl4me the state for the need to have
to go through it, thlt fine.
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So w hat the Board did was adopt regulations that
required d specific process for districts to go through,
and it imolt ed community participation and educa-
tional components. Now. I am not going to go
throughll of the requirements of the regulations and
the guidelines, that is a different workshop altogether.
It is enough, I think, to point out that the process is
primarily an educational one, and we drew on the
experience of districts that had gone through thepro-
cess and gone through it successfully. There are all
kinds of techniques for muting from desegregation to
integration and all of those educational components
that make the transportation Worthwhile and contrib-
ute not just to black children and white children and
Asidns and Hispanics sitting next to each other but to
an integrated educational setting in which each child
draws on the background of the other.

It is enough, I think, to point out that the
process is primarily an educational one,, and
we drew on the experience of districts that
had gone through the process and gone
through-it successfully.

Some 70 school districts went through this process
and certified to us that they found, indeed, that they
had one or more schools that were segregated or were
in danger of becoming segregated and that they had
adopted- plans-to-eliminate or reduce-that-segregation-.
Now maybe 70 districts are not all that many out of
1,043 in the state, but this is 70 more than we had to
start with and ten times as many as we ever got by
having court orders.

To the best of my knowledge, there was not a single
board or education recalled in the process or a single
superintendent fired for his or her leadership in the
area, and there was only one court case that came out
of it.

The Oxnard Union High School District adopted a
plan, and, I have to be honest with you, it was not the
greatest plan in the world. I think those of us from
Sacramento who have all kinds of wisdom in this area
would say it did not go far enough. Probably a supe-
rior court judge would say it did not go far enough,
and maybe some members of the minority community
would think it did not go far enough. But it went
further than anything had gone before, and the dis-
trict was sued by some white people who did not care
to have even that degree of integration.
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When it got to trial, the court said the district had
complied with the State Board regulations and guide-
lines and the trial court was nut going to intervene.

The court of appeals, however, was not sq charita-
ble. The court of appeals set that decision aOde and
remanded it back to the board for more con munity
input. Surprisingly, two things happened in a very
short period of time. One was the latest curt of
appeals decision in Crawford. The court of r ppeals
decided a couple of things. It deeida that Proriosition
1, the Robbins initiative, was constitutional. N hat the
Robbins initiative did is not %cry clear. On the one
hand it seemed to say that the original Crailford deLi
sion was set aside and the distinction between de jure
segregation and de facto segregation was reinstated so
that nobody in California had a duty to integrate
unless required to do so under the federal Constitu-
tion. That is what it seemed to say. The court of
appeals said no, that is not correct. What the Robbins
Initiatit c said is that courts cannot order busing unless
it would be an appropriate remedy Linde' the federal
rule.

. 1 he court of appeals said, however, that under
Craitliird school districts still have an obligation to
alleviate the segregation of minotit) student?. how-
ever it is brought about, and that the Robbins initia-
tive, Proposition I, did not affect the duty of school
districts at all but only affected the pow et of courts in
ordering a remedy. Well, that is kind of a puzzle,
because what you have then is a duty that is unen-
forceable. At least it is unenforceable by a court.
Maybe that is not such a bad thing.

When the plaintitb in Craitford tried to get a hear-
ing before the Supreme Court to get that straightened
out, the Supreme Court refused to grant the hearing
awl let that decision stand.

I he second thing the court of appeals did, which I
thought was rather strange, was that it found as a
matter of hits that the Los Angeles Unified School
District did not deliberately segregate. Now in 1969
the trial court found, indeed, that Los Angeles Unified
did intentionally segregate and was guilty of de jure
segregation, and that finding was affirmed by the
Supreme Court. But the court of appeals said that is
not light because the later federal decisions that have
come out, including Daton and Co/umbus last year,
gave enough of an insight into what the federal rule is
that they could say that there was no longer any obli-
gation under federal law to integrate the schools in
Los Angeles.

About the time that the Supreme Court refused to
grant a hearing in Cuford. it granted a hearing in
the case of McKinney v. Ocnard 1.-Iron High School
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District, and that ease has now been briefed. There
w ill probably be an oral argument on that case, maybe
within a month, and maybe a decision, another deci-
sion for the State Supreme Court by summer on the
status of.the requirement under Cranford that school
districts eliminate all forms of discrimination and
segregation.

You have to have a community that realizes
that the goal of integration and integrakd
education is not going to be obtained at tjte
price of academic success.

The other ease that is still pending in the area of
integration is Tinsi:/.1 t. Ramer it oud. Ravenswood is
a small district on the San Francisco Peninsula that is
almost entirely black. It is surrounded by districts that
arc almost entirely white. The plaintiffs seek to have
those districts integrated. Or, put another way, they
want those districts to take reasonably feasible steps
to eliminate the isolation of the minority pupils in
Ravenswood. Well, I do not think that a court is
going to have too much trouble with that case because
the federal cases make clear that an intertlistrict
remedy is appropriate only where the plaintiffs are
able to show deliberate design to segregate the chil-
dren in the different districts. They really cannot do
that in Ravenswood because the boundaries were
there long -befoi e any -black children were around.

Now if courts cannot order it, how does it come
about? Well, I think that is up to you and me. If the
adoption of Proposition I and the decision in Craw-
ford are to have r ny beneficial effect at all, it is that
integration is no I nger going to be considered a judi-
cial problem. It is going to be considered an educa-
tional problem, aid school districts still have an
obligation under Cratifurd and tinder the State Board
regulations to examine their schools and take reason-
ably feasible steps to eliminate the isolation of minor-
ity children. Those plans have to have some educational
components to them, community participation and
support. You have to have support and leadership
from your local board of education, which they never
had in Los Angeles. You have to hate parents who are
willing to give it a try. You have to have a community
that realizes that the goal of integration and inte-
grated education is not going to be obtained at the
price of academic success. In short, the parents have
to know that the educatitn at the end of the bus ride is
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at least as good as the education they get closer to
home.

Courts cannot mandate that. Sacramento cannot
mandate that, either. The State Board of Education
cannot mandate that commitment But you in the dis-
tricts can develop that.commitment. We have to focus
on integration. not as the problem, but as the solu-
tion. Desegregation in Los Angeles was the problem
because nobody focused on educational opportunity
or lack of educational opportunity as the problem for
Which integration was the solution. We have to keep

our eye on the. problem. All those are educational
challenges, not legal ones, and if there is a message to

You have to have support and leadership
from your local board o f education . . .

be learned in Los Angeles, it is that courts ought to
stay out of it and that the development of integration
programs has to be done at the local level by people of
goodwill, with some education and some background
and some comon sense,
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Third Speaker

John Graham, Professor of Education. California
State University. Long Beach

We are Lakin today about legal requirements
related to desegregation and bilingual education. a
topic that is cery close to my heart and interests.
because I think it is basic, to the %%hole concept of
equality in public education. I !lace been a desegrega-
tion specialist and consultant to 20 school districts
across this Lountty embroiled in the delicate task of
developing school desegregation plans. I helped develop
a desegregation plan for Philadelphia in 1977. I

became a very well-known passenger on American
Airlines. flying back there almost ec cry week. w orkiug
with my colleague Neil Sullivan in de% eloping the
master plan for Philadelphia. The initiation had been
prompted by the Pennsylvania Human Relations
Commission.

I have found in 'working with this problem that
people have been abe to polarize and divide various
forces that were plaintiffs. We hate found a wry
unpleasant schism an ong minorities in their quests
for equality of educati na! opportunity. I found even
a somewhat dishearteapg spirit among blacks in their
less than wholehearted support for Hispanics and
other language groups 4their quest for equality rela-
tic e to bilingual education. This spirit. I think. has to
change. We must have a united effort. a wholesome
concept. and a thrust for equality of educational
opportunity.

I am not one who adVocates state -level litigation fur
bilingual education, multilingual education, or equal
educational opportunities. I have seen by way of state
courts the abdication of this responsibility, and Icourts

success will only come in terms of ultimate meet-
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ing of requirements through federal litigation. There
are many loopholes and gaps, but when we give it
serious thought very few victories have been won via
state courts in terms of significant litigation and exen
less in state-level legislation or administrative edicts.

Massachusetts and Wisconsin are the only states
that have tried to encourage school integration and
educational opportunities for minorities. Massachu-
i.:tts has Chapter 636, which funds some seed money

for an exploration across school district boundary
lines. Wisconsin has used busing to implement its
plans. If we turn anywhere else in the country. we
have to look at some things that may be occurring in
federal courts.

Courts ha% e established principles of law that they
take-a-position-on w hen controversy arbes..Congress
enacts certain statutes. The U.S. Department of Edu-
cation then comes up with an interpretation in rules
and regulations or policy guidelines. This filters down
to state governments and local school boards, w here
they get into the act of interpretation. From that the
argument styfiTs all over again, and it ends up back in
court.

It is true that we have looked at the needs of minori-
ties in our thrust for equality of educational oppor-
tunity. We have looked too long. We took the melting
put too literally when we thought we could solve the
problem by busing children across town. Some had
not only desegregation needs, but also language and
educational skill needs. We have never placed them all
on the drawing board at the same time. I have yet to
see a respectable bilingual master plan in any original
court desegregation plan in this country. It has not
existed. Bilingual advocates have Lome along as inter-
Lours, subsequently, sometimes at a very painful cost

and sometimes to the extent of causing polarization
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and schisms and do isions among the very gro4tips who
were fighting to bring about desegregation in the first
place, We might give sober reflection to this as we

think about where we go now in an uncertain future in
terms of the legal requirements for all phases of equal-
ity of educational opp unity.
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Fourth Speaker

John McLevie, Integration Analyst, San Diego City
Unified School District

My title of Integration Analyst may puzzle you. I
want to absolve the San Diego City Unified School
Distriv.t of responsibility for w hat I might say. I am
working for them for one year, not as an administra-
tor but as an analyst km the school governing board,
which is under a court order. I was chairman of second-
ary education at San Diego State and hope to go
back.

Let me help to provide a sort of a bridge as you
think about the educational implications of w hat we
have heard this morning. Were I competent as a law-
yer I would not wish to argue with any of the points
made by the other speakers. This is a time of eco-
nomic fear, 1 believe, in many parts of this country.
Those who feel insecure tend to look for scapegoats,
and I think schools in general have been scapegoats
for a number of years. They are victims of unreal and
unfair expectations.

Bilingual education is another area which rapidly is
being_picketi out as a scapegoat. On the one hand,
there are those in our population w ho are fearful of
investing in the future of a language group which at
least in southern California may well be the majority
of our youth population. These people would prefer
to secure their future by suppressing the opportunities
of the group they fear. This has happened before in
the history of humankind, but it never works for long.

On the other hand there are more sophisticated
debaters who chin that bilingual education is not
proven and dues nut produce educationally. Majority-
dominated systems have not pruduced good results
for majority -race students in our inner Lines in the List
50 years, either, I would remind them. Yet, bilingual
education is asked to prove itself in one -tenth of that
time,

The legal imperative is established it is equality.
The social imperative is obvious to make ati equal
and a just society. Integiation programs and bilingual
education are partners m this suoal enterprise. The

4-75677
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educational imperative, 1 believe, rests upon many of
us in this room today. Th educational imperative is
part of equality. If you e off the "e," you have
quality. For me it is the qua kpf bilingual education
that will help to secure its c4ikility.

In San biego bilingual educati6ri\jvludes Spanish
speaking, Vietnamese-speaking, Laotian- speaking, and
Cambodian- speaking young people, to mention only
the largest of our bilingual groups. We now have
5,000 Indo-Chinese 'children in our LEP-NEP pro-
gram, equivalent to the number of Spanish-bilingual
children in the LEP-NEP program. We have many
more Hispanic children, but of course they are not in
those programs at this point. One-third of the children
in one of the elementary schools which I visited yester-
day are Laotian-speaking, lest you feel that we mostly
are dealing with Vietnamese-speaking children. The
rumor is that the majority of refugees waiting in Asian
camps are Cambodian, and that will bring us Anothei
group that will be large enough to need special
attention.

Integration programs and bilingual
education are partners in the social
enterprise.

The attitude of many educators about our Indo-
Chinese students worries me greatly. I keep hearing
that the parents and the Indo-Chinese community,
whatever that is, do not want bilingual programs.
They want crash courses in English. Let me remind
you that that is exactly where crash courses lead .to
crashes. We have to aim at the future retention, in
junior and senior high schools, for both Indo-Chinese
and Hispanic. I think that something like 70 percent
of the children who drop out of our system are His-
panics. So the solution is not to crash people into
English in a hurry. Our problem is to ensure the suc-
cess of our children through the junior and senior high
schools. I think it is imperative for educatuis to seek
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as to inform Indo-Chinese parents and community
leaders about the quality of bilingual programs and
how they can help deselop that quality for retention
of their children in the school system. .

Materials are short in some of the language are-as I
mentioned, particularly short in the Laotian and the
Cambodian areas. Esen educators make the case to
me that the children seem to be making out well with-
out this material. School principals tell me this, and
sometimes I feel we have our worst educational ene-
mies in the midst of our km n community. There is a
backlash here that could also hit at the commitment
to continue developing our Spanish bilingual program.

I Spoke of quality, and that is where we must make
our drive as educators at this time. School district and
unisersity personnel has': to get together on this, I

beliese. Perhaps that is a personal %less, because I
regard myself as musing betsseen the mo.

We need quality results from our bilingual pro-
grams. That means we need fairer tests, not just a
Spanish translation of the English-language instru-
ments. Programs need to be skillfully designed, they
need to utilize our latest knoss ledge about hors chil-
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dren learn. Our bilingual teachers and ESL teachers
need special skills. I do not beliese that primary -
language and ESL skills are identical, each requires
some special attention.

It i. through the quality of our bilingual program
that bilingual education will answer its doubters and
detractors. The laws Use been gisen to us. We !lase

Quality education is the basis of true
integration programs.

started our v,ork on program deselopment to imple-
ment the lasss. It is to the quality of those programs
that I belies e we must now turn our attention, not
only to prose to our young people that they can
achiese and that bilingualism aids that achiesement,
but also to attract monolingual children to second-
language courses of quality. Quality education is the.
basis of true integration programs.
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GENERAL SESSION THREE

ROLE OF STATE LEADERSHIP IN
ACHIEVING PARTNERSHIP BETWEEN
DESEGREGATION AND BILINGUAL
EDUCATION

Keynote Speaker:

Benjamin Williams, Director, Education Improve-
ment Center, Education Commission of the States.
Denver, Colorado

I wish to reassert w hat has been stated mans times
tr um this podium. a productive, enriching. and legally
feasible interface between bilingual education and
desegregation can be achieved. The National Task
Force on Desegregation Strategies veer a three-year
period went through some of the hard, cold facts and
concerns on this issue. They asserted that it could be
achio ed. In I977 the Hispanics conducted a national
conference on desegregation in Washington, D.C..
and nothine, came out of that conference which indi-
cated that this productive experience could not be
auhio ed. A few iegional conferences have been held
around the country. The Illinois State Department of
Education convened a consultation on the topic.
Today I want to share with California some of the
things that came out of the Illinois consultation. It
w ill be beneficial to report those conclusions.

the group said most articulately that the onflict
between bilingual education and desegregation is
more fabricated than real. They went on to argue that
perhaps the fabrication was derived from those forces

that tut their uwn reasons, good or bad, would like to
see both bilingual education and desegregation just go

away.
Like most of the things worth doing in our society,

the interface may be more difficult in some situations
than in other situations. Regarding the real question,
which I interpret to be how can black and Hispanic
interests be served through interfacing bilingual edu
cation and desegregation, some would argue that
most of the difficulty is fabricated and, or imagined.

Let me discuss briefly the information cited by
those who argue this way. First, there are several com-
monalities from which the educational needs of blacks
and Hispanics are derived. One commonality is that
our educational needs result from poverty. Three dif-
ferent kinds of solutions hae been proposed. On the
one hand, t-ompensatory education has oohed as a
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programmatic method of meeting the needs of poor
children. Second, the recognition that poor children
tend to go to schools where education resources are
limited has resulted in extensive efforts to reform state
school finance systems. As a result, greater equity has
been achieeed in recent years in the financing of edu-
cation, which in turn has helped proide equal educa-
tional opportunities for disadantaged students. In
the case of black students, the third strategy has been
that of school desegregation, and now that strategy
involves Hispanics.

Another commonality for us all is that our educa-
tional needs result from cultural differences. I need
only to mention the east, rich culture of the Mexican
Hispanics, I need not talk in detail about the cultural
differences and cultural riches of black people. But
these are often seep as having negative value in this
society, and so our educational needs result from cul-
tural differences.'

A third factor is that our educational needs result
from linguistic differences. This factor invokes most
directly the Hispanic population. But in the ease of
Ann Arbor, Michigan, we see that it also in% oles the
black population, not so much because the language
they speak is different but because the language they
speak is disliked and rejected.

There is a fourth commonality. Educational needs
result from high mobility in urban areas, from chil-
dren being transient and our not being able to effi-
ciently follow them and their records, Thus, educators
do not know many of the students they teach.
Although this is primarily migrant or Hispanic
issue, one should realize that there are other migrant
minority groups. The problem of mobility in urban
areas raises some of the same problems.

Let me touch upon some of the problems. The first
is the anxiety 1 perceive among Hispanics when one
talks about desegregation. My colleagues lime indi-
cated that Hispanics believe that the burden falling un
Hispanic families as a result of busing is vastly greater
than that experienced by black families. My col
leagues argue thaLin some instances the school facili
ties for Hispanics are generally pretty good. They



argue also that the segregated schools are controlled
by Hispanics and that is precisely the way they want
it Nn example that is cited is the Pueblo School in
Denver, which is community-controlled. Then the)
argue that in cases w here desegregation has occurred,
Hispanics have lost access to minority staff. They say
that the lack of minority ad% °Lac) in desegregated
schools is particularly devastating to their interests.

. .. Greater equity has been achieved in
recent years in the financing of education,
which in turn has helped provide equal
educational opportunities for disadvantaged
students.

For example. when a school is desegregated. Hispanic
children lore some of the benefits of the leadership
the) had before, and especially the benefits of advo-
ca,:y for bilingual education. Parents argue that some-
times there is a loss of Title I funds when desegregation
occurs, that there is a loss of political and social [rover
and support systems, and that failure to provide spe-
cial transportation lays a special burden on this
group, for instance, %%hen parents are not provided
with buses so they can participate in the affairs of the
new school.

Some people claim that the school district's tactics
of playing both ends against the middle, on the ques-
tion of a choice between bilingual education and de-
segregation, without letting them know they can have
both, make it cry difficult for both groups. They
challenge the practice di the courts in creating reme-
dies which involve the integration of blacks and His-
panics, that is, they say what good is it when the poor
are desegregated with the poor. and when blacks and
Hispanics are desegregated only with each other. This
is a significant issue when one looks at the demo-
graphic trends of some 126 major cities in this coun-
try, where blacks and Hispanics in at least half of the
cases make up 75 percent or more of the population.

Lastly, some of my colleagues say that exclusion of
Hispanics in black and u bite decision making is par-
ticularly detrimental. that is. when we talk about
desegregation, we usually talk in black or white curls.
Thus. the decision make's become blacks and whites,
and Hispanics are left out. Some Hispanics. I sup-
pose. would argue that desegregation is more devas-
tating in its net effect than segregated education.

_Ns I have gone through this, you who are familiar
with the ari,uments from the side of blacks with
regard to desegregation can sec that these are the same
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complaints that blacks have expiessed about desegre-
gation. They too say that the burden they have to bear
with regard to busing is more substantial than it is in
the case of the Anglos, that desegregated schools in
many instances are worse than segregated schools.
They point to the growing statistics on expulsions and
suspensions, the double discipline standards, and the
pervasive social system of the schools which promotes
the values of the dominant group. So while our prob-
lems are massive, they are also similar.

I assume there are some other' concerns that might
tend to make people angry. Blacks make the charge,
which Shirley McCune talked about in another con-
text, that Hispanics come in late in the desegregation
complaint process, that they only enter in the remedy
phase, and that this is significant as perceived by
blacks because Hispanics in the final analysis will
claim or will want to be counted as white rather than
as members of a Third World group.

This concern was voiced over and over again in the
studies that our task force made over a three-year
period. On of the task, force members from Detroit,
Mildred Kyles, said that in Ipetroit Hispanic children
are listed as white on their birth certificates. I recall
that Lorenza Schmidt would look at her and say, "But
ue, have to work this out together.- What Ms. Kyles
vvas saying was that Hispanics and blacks can never
form a coalition on the issues thai affect them,
because in the final analysis Hispanics want to be
white.

Now keep in mind, I am not saying that is true. I am
simply indicating the serious issues that divide us.

In the case of Hispanics, the) argue that blacks are
out front, that blacks talk about slaver), that blacks
have received all the dollars, that blacks are particu-
larly adroit at posing the black, white issue, the racism
issue, that they imply it only in oh es ,black people
and never talk about the discrimination and the disad-
vantages of the Hispanic. group, and that, therefore,
blacks are out for themselves and there cannot be a
coalition and we cannot work together.

These are the hard issues. I guess each group may
be right in a certain sense. The perceptions are there
nonetheless. and so we are in a period m w hich we
need some ty pe of leadership to bring these groups
together and to affirm the truth of the statement I
made initially. that Hispanics and bilingual education
and desegregation can interface.

There arc many examples across the country that
deal with the technical problems of how the interface
can be achieved. There also is 'disagreement about
some of the solutions, hum, you achieve a comfortable
interface. For example, Peter Roos has said thrat the
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I3oston model is a good one that is, where you 11,1e
dusters of 20 or more bilingual students and you place
them in schools, and then you plim in thus', schools
the blacks and the Anglos that would bring about an
integrated situation. But leave the cluster there, sot
that services can be provided for the bilingual children
and they will have aLeess to the resources and the

d services. Jose Cardenas argues that the duster is a
myth, that we really need indk idualized instruction,
and that schools need to begin programming around
individualized instruction.

There are other ways of achieving good results from
the techniques involved. We have seen, in desegre-
gated-situations, magnet schools placed on the rim of
the black /white community, or within the black com-
munity, and Hispanics argue that it is they who ought
to receive "good schools"the magnet schools. And
then there is disagreement about that, because it is a
travesty to place a magnet school *ithin a His-
panic,/ black community and then not allow black or
Hispanic children to attend that school.

Th'e technical problems are difficult, but they can be
worked out. The problem is one of philosophy, of
ideology, or of politics.

We now have a shift of civil rights machinery from
the federal government Imo, to the states. That is the
single -most important development in the realm of
education. Some 33 states have equal -educational
opportunity clauses in their constitutions. Another 36
or s have regulations and/or legislation dealing with
the p oblem of desegregation. Some 22 states support
minin al programs in bilingual education. As Shirley
NleCui e pointed out, this may be a trap beLause the
suppo t might help to continue to segregate language -

ity children.
We also have the problei of some Hispanic chil-

dren and black-children who will never have an inte-
grated experience, except perhaps when they get out
of school and into the world of work.

And so we have to have a two-pronged goal as to
the state's role. One is to improve those desegregated
bilingual situations already in existem..e. and the other
is to begin to formulaic new and expanded definitions
of equal educational opportunities so that there ...in
be some recognition that those black and Hispanic
schools that will never be desegregated at least offer a
good academie experienLe, so we du not lose another
generation.

As the federal government talks about shifting con-
trol and resources back to the states, and as the states
look at the problems of aLhiev ing equal educational
opportunity and protcLting the ...kit rights of minori-
ties, I have a suspicion that the states are going to say,
"We do not want that problem."

That is something they Lannot bo allowed to say.
They have a role. Let me briefly mention the specific
components of such a role.

I. Clear policy directives
2. A commitment to policy
3. Linderstanding the use of existing state authority
4. Incentives to increase residential opportunity for

minorities
5. Good technical assistance
6. Monitoring and sinctioning

In the final analysis, if minorities do not receive their
civil rights, then it is the state that has the responsibil-
ity of providing sanctions against that travesty of
justice.

The state has another role to offer mechanisms
for public understanding and support. I have talked
about some of the problems and concerns that blacks
have with Hispanics and Hispanics havti with blacks
over these issues. Many of these things/require the
education of the black and Hispanic communities
about the importance of a desegregated learning set-
ting in the broader world perspective.

We now have a shift of civil rights
machinery from the federal gornment
back to the states.

I Lommend the OffiLc of Intergroup Relations'gr
haying started to carry out the state role. It may be
difficult, but all of us here belies e strongly that it is
education that i, the hope for our children, and we
should not let anyone take that hope away from us. I
1.harge this group to go forth and let the state of Cali-
fornia know that there is no conflict between bilingual
education and desegregation, that indeed they can
together Lreatc enriching cxperienLes and make the

orld richer as a result of California's chiltren hav
gone to school together.
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GENERAL SESSION FOUR

ASSISTANCE AVAILABLE TO
LOCAL EDUCATIONAL
AGENCIES

First Speaker:
NIary McDonald, Lau Northern Calitothia

We are not too sure about the future of civil rights
technical assistance throughout the country, but at
present Title IV of the Civil Rights Act cat 1964 pro-
% ides assistance in several as to local educational
agencies (LEAs) that are try ing to develop equal edu-
cational opportunities.

First, the Act funds state departments of education
so that they can pros ide technical assistance in school
desegregation. This is w hat the Office of Intergroup
Relations does and how it receives part of its funding.
The Act also provides the state w ith some funding for
national origin desegregation Assistance. Some Wild-
ing also is provided through Tide IV for assistance in
sex equity.

The Civil Rights Act, through Title IV, provides
desegregation assistance centers throughout the coun-
try. I am in charge of one of the desegregation assis-
tance centers one of the Lau centers. There are nine
such centers around the country, two of which are
here in California, one sere ing northern California
and one serving, southern California. The state also
has race desegregation assistance centers and sex deseg-
regation assistance centers. I do hope that all of tou
here are availing yourselves of that variety of assis-
tance for achiev ing equity.

The Lau Center in nor[bern California serves all the
counties from the Oregon border down to Tulare
County and Kings County. In the north, we help dis-
tricts plan comprehensively to address the equity
needs of the nationaloligm-minority students (His-
panics, Asians, Amehean Indians, Pacific Islanders,
Portuguese, Armenians, and so forth). The concentra-
tion of national-origin-minority students Is greater an

northern California than it is in southern California.
We often are follow ing along on the heels of the

Office for Civil Rights, w hick is the entvireement
agency located in San Francisco for this region, and

we are providing the assistance to develop the plans
anti assurances that the Office for Civil Rights is look-
ing for among your districts. Maybe some of you
know that experience well. At other times we are just
called on by districts voluntarily seeking to plan and
provide more equitable services, and sometimes we
are on the road just trying to convince people to plan
and provide more equitable services.

I remember a little cartoon from years ago of a
princess addressing a frog, and it is how vve feel often
in this business. And I know it is how you feel as
advocates in your on district sometimes. The prin-
cess is looking at this frog with a sort of glowing
promise in her eyes, and the frog is simply saying,
"But I do not want to be turned into a handsome
prince. I just want you to love me for what I am."

We are working on both the will to change and the
way to change. We need both the commitment and the
skills to carry out that commitment for the children.

I would just ask you to consider one question that is
on our mind this year. How can equity efforts work
together better in each school district? Previously, we
have seen a rather isolated effort toward equity in
Title IX, for example. Title IX makes its own indiv id-
ual demands on the personnel office, ca principals, on
eurriculum, and so forth. Then we see another, rather
isolated effort toward equity in race desegregation.
And we see those particular demands in affirmative
action. sensitivity for principals and staff, redistribu-
tion of children, and so forth all those things going
on in another area of the district.

And then in a third area of the district, sometimes
in a third office, we find the responsibility for bilin-
gual education and natiotke-origin-minority deseg-
regation. We see another set of demands on the
personnel office, on principals, on curriculum, and so
forth. All those equity issues ..re going on rather inde-
pendently. Now I am ready and eager to think about
the ways that these equity efforts may work in a more
closely interwoven fashion in each school district.
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Second Speaker
Juan Hurtado, kau Center, Southern California

The Lau Center for southern California is located
un the campus of San Diego State University. It
serves ten counties that extend -from San Luis Obispo,
kern, and San Bernardino to the Mexican border.
Southern California has 25 percent of the national-
oigin-minority population in the country.

In providing technical assistance to the districts, the
Lau Center abides by the task force remedies. -It has
been indicated that the proposed guidelines are dead;- -
but the Lau remedies still are alive. We do not know
what is going to happen, but I think what we must do
right now is try to move as quickly as possible to get
diAricts to act on the task force remedies. Each dis-
trict receives different kinds of assistance because of
the changes of leadership in the districts. In develop-
ing plans that are in compliance with the task force
remedies, a district moves very quickly to comply with
the OCR, and then there is a change of leadership. We
have to repeat the education process. California has
statutes that were a response to Lau, su vti hile we arc
Dv mg technical assistance concerning the federal reg-
ulations, we are also called upon to integrate those
federal regulations with the state mandates. That calls
fur a special type of technical assistance in areas such
as reclassification and exit criteria. One need that is
critical IN a positive attitude concerning the implemen-
tation of Lau. Before we can talk about implementing

ua plan, if there is a negative attitude n the part of
people who du not understand bilingual education or
the desegregation process, we have to try to get across

to the district leadershir that the bilingual education
process is part of quality education. That is a type of
technical assistance that we_giye. _We also conduct
conferences. Before they graduate, students must
demonstrate standards proficiency in the basic
skills of reading, writing, and computation. In the
conferences we are trying to get educators to integrate
those minimum standards with the bilingual educa-
tion programs.

(
Before they graduate, students must
demonstrate standards of proficiency in
the basic skills of reading, writing, and
computation.

The Lau Center also tries to integrate the desegre-
gation process with bilingual education. The center
works with the community on educational issues and
with the public at large to inform them of'the desegre-
gation process.

The notion that the Lau remedies will go avv-iiy and
that national-origin-minority students will 'sOrnehow
be lust in the huge mass of people has been growing.
However, the needs assessment of California indicates
that technical assistance will have to increase. Even if
Lau centers are not available, even if the state law is
not going to be there, even if mandates are not going
to he in effect, the number of nationalorigin-minority
students will be on the increase. So this type of techni-
cal assistance, trying to integrate these programs, will
be necessary.
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Third Speaker
Daniel Holt, Consultant, Office of Bilingual Bicul-
tural Education, California State Department of Edu-
cation

the Liu Center in Sacramento is located in the
Unice of Bilingual Bicultural Education. it has three
staff members,- Mario Mumz, Maria Vasquez, and 1.
The three of us focus our energies primarily on work-
ing in a supportive way with Lau centers in Oakland
and San Diego. We have established a network with
them and attempt to coordinate activities as we
deliver assistance to the large number of school dis-
tricts that request it.
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Also, working within the Office of Bilingual Bicul-
tural Education, we have an excellent opportunity to
work with many projects in which the office is

involved. One of our strengths is to-bring to bear
other expertise that is available within the office to
better serve school districts in implementing national
origin desegregation through coordination with San
Diego and Oakland.

Wc really attempt to establish linkages and to
enhance the network because we realize that, given the
complexity of the issues and the enormity of the task,
it is impossible to do this work alone. We have tried to
draw clearer and more solid lines of cooperation
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among the units -in the Department of Education and
also in the field. Because we do work intimately with
the projects.in the Office of-Bilingual-Bicultural Edu-
ation, I'd like to enumerate them, and also indicate
that sere ices are available from the other 13 consul-
tants in the office.

09e project is called Data Bical. Data provided by
districts in the Language Census are consolidated in
this data base. On the-basisoLthe enrollment figures
for limited-English-proficient students, we do differ-
ent kinds of things with those data. We have com-

e pleted about 20-reports that show patterns of enroll-
.- ment of limited-English-proficient students."The reports

illustrate the way the data break out within districts,
within counties, and throughout the state. We make
the data available to users, such as the LAI centers,
bilingual education service centers, school districts,
4nd offices of county superintendents.

The main job of the Office of Bilingual Education is
to administer bilingual education programs as required
by state law. We develop regulations submitted by the
Department to the State Board. Once the regulations
are established, we pros ide assistance in interpreting
them. In addition, we are developing quality indica-
tors for .bilingual program implementation at the ele-
mentary and secondary levels. We provide workshops
on developing programs based on legal requirements
but w ith an emphasis on improv ing educational out-
comes for language-Minority students.

In cooperation with the other Lau centers, we are
developing handbooks for Asian and minority language
groups in the state. These groups include Vietnamese,
Cantonese, Mandarin, Korean, Filipino, Japanese,
llocano, Cambodian, Laotian, Armenian, Punjabi,
and Samoan. Each handbook follows the same pat-
tern, giving detailed information on immigration his-
tory, education in the native country, and community
patterns in California. Another section deals with the
language of the group from a linguistic point of v
The final part deals with how to develop reading and

writing skills_ in thos languages through a bilingual
program. Each handbook will be about 80 pages in
length and willyprovide a thorough overview of each
language group. We have established teams to write,
rev iew, and critique the handbooks.

The main job of the Office .of Bilingual
Education is to administer bilingual
education programs as required by state
la,w. bra pros!

We have been involved in looking at proficiency
standtirds for graduation and integrating those require-
ments within bilingual programs. To do that, we have
been working closely with the Duartment's Office of
Program Ev aluation and Research, which is responsi-
ble for proficiency standards. c

We provide workshops on how, to perform native-
language assessments for language-minority students
pursuant to the proficiency requirements and to
obtain a myre accurate picture of the students' lan-
guage development , d development of basic skills.

We also work with he Office of Special Education
on ai ressing the n ds of limited-English-proficient
students who ar .igible for special education pro-
grams. To do that, W, C have focused primarily on
teacher training. With the Commission for Teacher
Preparation and Licensing, we have developed tnnn-
ing opportunities for people who are now working as
speech and language therapists, nurses, and speech
pathologists. They .are receiving high-intensity lan-
guage training in Spanish, Cantonese, and Vietna-
mese so that they can develop second-language skills
to do assessment of language-minority students. We
prov id; workshops the county level, at a multidis-
trict level, and sometime_ at the district level. We are
particularly interested in developing trainers who then
become available to work w ith neighboring districts.
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Fourth Speaker
Iles Griffin, Gillet, Oftiee of Intergroup Relations
State Department of Education

The Office of Intergroup Relations is a unit in the
State Department of Education that provides assis-
tance to school districts and offices of county superin-
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tendents of schools and helps coordinate the efforts of
state and federal agencies. Specifically, we pros ide
technical assistance in the areas of school desegrega-
tion and integration. A second area is equal employ-
ment opportunities in education, including affirMative
action employment programs. A third, multicultural
education, includes presery ice and in- service staff
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development for teachers and other school staff and
the development of curricular materials and teaching
skills that use the cultural strengths of our diverse
student populations. A fourth area is what we like to
call conflict management, ih which we help districts to
deal with problems of disruptive conduct and, hope-
fully, the prevention or the minimising of school vio-
lence and vandalism.

Many interrelationships exist among the areas of
responsibility assigned to this unit. Essentially, school
desegregation and integration encompass the other
considerations lnd responsibilities that I have identi-
fied. We are not interested merely in the reassignment
of students on a racial and ethnic basis. If all we are
going to do is shift bodies around and do nothing else
in terms of the educational development of that expe-
rience, then it is a wasted effort. We are much more
concerned with the integration that will occur. An
essential part of that, of course, is desegregation.

We are concerned about the quality of relationships
that will flow from young people being together and
sharing experiences in a school setting. In order to do
that, we have to deal with some of the issues that

If all we are going to do is shift bodies
around and do nothing else in terms of the
educational development of that experience,
.hen it is a wasted effort.

Shirley Mt.Cunc identified in her presentation. She
referred to them as the let els of desegregation, but she
included the same things we mean by integration.

She talked about physical desegregation, to pro% ide
the opportunity for interaction and educational con-
tact in a school setting. The second area she identified
was access, patticularly in the matter of dealing with
language needs, to all the opportunities and offerings
of the. school experience. The third area was that of
interaction with significant adults or role models who
can pro% ide cross-cultural experiences. In order for
these ti; be meaningful, there has to be some retrain-
ing and extension of training of adults w ho tt ork in
school settings.

We in the Office of Intergroup Relations are ter)
much concerned that each school should hate a diker-
sity of staff to whom minority students as well as
majority students can relate. Minority young people
must hate rule models w ith ss horn they can identify.
At the same-time, :t is important for majority-group
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young people to find that there are persons from other
backgrounds who are skillful, who are talented, and
who make major contributions to the development of
our country. There is no better place in which this can
be provided than in a school setting.

I would like to spend a little time talking about
conflict management. Occasionally, I make statements
that are upsetting to people in the Department of Edu-
cation. These statements essentially deal with a per-
sonal belief, which I believe can be well substantiated

Minority young people must have role
models with whom they can identify.

by educational research, that conflict in and of itself is
not necessarily bad. It is from the experience of con-
flict in our lives that a basis for change is provided. I
look upon some conflict as a clash of principles, of
ideas. and these are around us all the time. From them
we get the impetus to move toward change. We
become dissatisfied with the way things are. As a
result we look about us and think of better ways of
doing things.

An example of conflict in our society in the past few
years has been related to the increasing difficulty of
obtaining oil. Particularly in California, 1%, here the
automobile has become a necessity rather than a lux-
ury, we come into conflict with others in terms of the
availability of petroleum products and our ready
access to them. We have sometimes had to stand in
lung lines just to fill up our tanks, but as a result of the
conflict int °Red, wc are deteloping new approaches
to energy. This might otherwise not hate occurred.

Other kinds of conflict can occur in our schools,
because we see that when groups of people come
together they du not always agree. It does not m ..in
that Part) A is correct and Part) B is incorrect, but
may be the different approaches suggest that there
may be a third way of approaching the problem and
finding a solution.

We hate had experience in ix orking with schools, in
dealing with the problems related to conflict, and in
finding techniques and strategies for managing the
conflict. In the past couple of years, we have worked
un a project that culminated in the publication of a
manual called inipro ing the Human Emirotiment of
Schools. The manual was distributed to etery school
district in the state. We also pros ided a series of work-
shops and training sessions for school administrators,
teachers, and other school staff.
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Et.sentially, NN e focus on improving she communica-
,tion skills of all the people who are involved in the
operation of schools. We are working toward the
improvement of problem - solving techniques.

A number of school districts have requested help in
dealing with problems involving the ..ommunity and

Essentially, we focus on'improving the
communication skills of all the people who
are involved in the operation of schools.

members of the school board and various segments of
the school staff. We have worked with districts on
problems of restructuring the organisational pattern
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of schools, dosing of schools, and developing school
desegregation plans.

We also NNork with agencies within the state govern-
ment, among them the Department of Fair Employ-
ment and Housing. At the federal level we 1% ork with
the Office for Civil Rights and the Equal Employ ment
Opportunities Commission. These enforcement agen-
cies become involved with school districts when alle-
gations of discrimination are made. Our role is to
serve as an intermediary where we can. If districts are
experiencing problems in any of the areas that I have
identified and are under scrutiny from any state or
federal agency, our function initially is to try to work
with the districts to eliminate the cause of the prob-
tem.-When this fails, of course, then the district has to
deal directly with the agency. Our interest is in helping
you to eliminate the problem. If you have need of
assistance, you know who we are and how to reach us.

1
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GENERAL SESSION FIVE

CITIZENS WHO CAN
FUNCTION
EFFECTIVELY

Keynote Speaker
Lorenza Calvillo-Craig, Member, California State
Board of Education

Public education in the United States has a unique
basis in law. In the United States, laws guarantee civil

rOts, including equal educational opportunity. Free-
dom, liberty, civil rights, and equal educational
opportunity are the foundations of our society. A
society/needs an educated citizenry if it is to be strong.
Our national and state interests depend on the best
use of human resources. Education's goal, then, is to
develop and-Maximize the resources found in the peo-
ple, the people who move through the systems of edu-
cation. Integrated education and bilingual education
offer two of the most effective methods for maximum
use of human resources.

National and state interests today require citizens
who can live and be productive in a pluralistic society.
It is absolutely necessary. I any sure y ou are as encour-
aged as I am by the most recent census figures, which
show the incredible growth of minority citizens in our

the Hispanic growth was 90 percent over the
last ten y ears. And black and Asian communities are
also grow ing very rapidly. Therefore, it is not a matter
of whether we want to live in a pluralistic societyit is
that we do. And we will. No ethnic group can live in
this country in isolation. No group has that option.
Not Hispanics. Not blacks. Not Anglos. Even if the
white suburb or the Chicano barrio or the black
ghetto exists, no one stays entirely within those small
boundaries.

Integrated education is one of the best methods of
teaching and preparing young people to live together
effectively. Historically, the curriculum for integrated
education has included the study and appreciation of
cultures, the contributions of all of the groups which
make up out society, human relations training, the
involvement of community and parents. Oral history,
for example, plays a role in many integrated educa-
tional plans. Results of successful integration pro-
grams throughout the country have included academic
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gains for minority children. They also have included
academic gains for majority children.

An additional benefit for minority children who are
in integrated schools is access to what is called a net-
torA. Minority children, in the past, may have been
isolated in a school with very little fiscal support and
curricular support. Those children, in an integrated
school, have access to information and contacts with
people in a variety of different professions and a va-
riety of different jobs. That is an asset for minority
children. They learn about jobs they may never have
heard about, or they learn about institutions of higher
.duration they may never have known about. That is
very similar to my own experience.

I grew up in the San Joaquin Valley near Fresno in
the little town of Selma. I am one of nine children in a
farinworker family, and I was the first to go off to
college. We did not know what a college was. I do not
mean that I did not know where it was, I mean I did
not know It hat it was. And my parents did not know

Integrated education and bilingual educatio,j
offer two of the most effective methods for
maximum use of human resources.

NV hat it was, what the experience included. I think it
N% as because of the trust they had in me that when I
said I wanted to go to college, they agreed. It is that
sort of thing.

When I N% as in graduate school in the 1960s, it used
to infuriate me to read the many sociological studies
that were published at that time about the lack of
support of minority families, particularly Hispanic
families, for public education. It just infuriated me to
think that sociologists would look at my parents'
experience and make the assumption they they did not
support higher education w hen they did not know
N% hat it was. Their support for me N% as at all times
unequivocal. If I wanted to do it, that is w hat I could



du. But it was a matter of their not having known
what higher education was.

One of the greatest benefits that has been demon;
strated time and again, in a series of successful inte-
gration projects, has been that the Lhi Wren in an
integrated school have access to knowledge about a
professional world and about experience that they
normally would not have had.

Integrated education is sound not only for Califor-
nia, but for the entire nation. The world is getting
smaller, and if we are to remain a world leader, a role
model, if you will, if we are to be successful with
third-world countries (which we now call underdevel-
oped, but they do have all the natural resources we
need), we must use the talent of our third-world citi-
zens. We will remain a leader only through the devel-
opment of citizens w Ito are effective in third-world
Lommunities. Let me say that again. We will be a
leader only through the development of citizens, not
just minority children, but all of our children, all citi-
zens w ho learn to be effective in third-world commu-
nities.

Bilingual education is a second method that is
excellent and necessary for a pluralistic society. We
face, in this country, and certainly in California, a
language crisis for everyone. I work for the University
of California. When I went to Berkeley in 1964, about
6 to 8 percent of the freshman class had to take w hat
used to be called "bonehead English." They do not
call it that any more, but that is w hat it was called
then. In the freshman class at the University of Cali-
fornia last fall and, remember, we take the top 12 1,2
percent 50 percent had to take "bonehead English."
We have a language crisis, and I am not talking about
nun-English languages. We have, for whatever reasons
and there are multiple reasons arrived at a position
w here we are not dealing with language development
well in our public schools.

President Jimmy Carter had a commission, the
President's Commission on Foreign Languages. It
produced a report that argues that we face a national
crisis because of our failure to develop resources of
people who speak foreign languages or who are multi-
lingual. That is a serious national crisis. They have
some marvelous anecdotes that are funny, but again
they are not funny.

When the Premier of the People's Republii. of
China Lame to the United States to visit President
Carter, our government was unable to locate a single
employee who could translate both ways. Now, that is
an embarrassment. There was no excuse for that. Our
President had to use the interpreter w Ito accompanied
the Chinese Premier.
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There was another anecdote about an ambassador
appointed to a South American country. He was a
very nice man, but he did not speak any Spanish. At-
his first formal reception he w as provided with an
interpreter. But he wanted personally to ielay his sor-
row at not being able to speak to them in Spanish. Su
he promptly proceeded to tell them that he was
pregnant.

Integrated education is one of the best
methods of teaching and preparing young
people to live together effectively.

This is a national crisis. In California and in the
United States we need a formal policy of bilingual and
multilingual education. We need systems to develop
citizens who will function effectively in multilingual
communities. In California, we have a gold mine. We
have children who are multilingual and multicultural.
With this natural resource we could develop an educa-
tional system 'which would be an international model
of education. The California model could be envied
and copied throughout the world, but it must be a
model to teach children and adults to speak many
languages.

Today, in this politically conservative era, people
often argue that y ou should teach the primary lan-
guage only until the child learns English, and then you
get rid of that terrible primary language as soon as
possible. That is a popular conservative position. I
thought a long time about nice things to call it. In
English, it is very short-sighted, it is educationally
unsound, it is stupid. It is nationally and internation-
ally suicidal to argue that the formal policy we should
pursue is that our children should learn English
quicklyand only 'English.

do one I have ever known in the bilingual commu-
nity has ever argued about the need to learn English.
We not only want to learn English, we intend to learn
it very well. The issue is whether the purpose is to
teach English only and try. to eliminate that terrible,
awful handicap. It is almost, as if the country is suffer-
ing collectively from a negative self-concept. This
country does not appear to believe in itself. It does not
believe it has the capability to develop and deliver
bilingual education. But I know better. For a pluralis-
tic society, bilingual education is sound and it is neces-
sary for all children.

The child w ho is non-English proficient or 1iinited-
English proficient has a civil right to bilingual eduLa-
tion, but I am talking about a much broader program.
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A bilingual education curriculum includes the study
and valuing of cultures, the ongoing tiaining of
teachers, _understanding and respect for languages,
and the involvement of parents and community.

In thinking about bilingual education, national and
international security becomes important. North Amer-
ica is changing. We arc not going to have a common
market unless sometlang drastic happens w ith Can-
ada and Mexico. Those countries feel that, when we
had a lot of resources, we were not interested in a
common market. Now that we have run short of cer-
tain resources, we want a common market.

But, there n ill be .sumething different. North Amer-
ica will shift. Mexico has oil. Spanish is an oil lan-
guage, and that helps a lot. The United States needs
oil. What will we pay for it? When the Mexican
government negotiated a deal with Canada for the
delivery of oil, the Canadian representative asked
what the price would be. The Mexican representative
said he did not want dollars. He asked for some very
specific technical training teams on a very specific
schedule to help the Mexican government with its
massive technical development program.

That is what we have to offer as a country. We can
pay for the oil or the other natural resources with
technical training teams. We now buy about 60 per-
cent of Mexico's oil, and that government, quite
frankly, wants to b!ing that down to about 50 percent.
Mexico would prefer to have several large buyers. But
even at 50 percent, what we have to buy the oil with
the natural resourcesis technical knowledge. We
have people who can assist Mexico in its develop-
ment, and those people must be bilingual.

If we are to maintain our strength as a nation, it will
not be with the behavior of the past. That is my pro-
jection. In the past, we had Anglo ambassadors proud
that they did not ,,peak the language of the country to
which they were assigned. I do not believe that we will
move into the next stage of our role as a world leadei
with that kind of behavior.

The exciting thing is that California can prepare
bilingual citizens. We can add the strength of Califor-
nia to this nation. An additional factor on the side of
bilingual education for all children is that that is

where the jobs are. It is simple. State jobs, county
jobs, city jobs, employment in hospitals, private com-
panies, private industry the market for people who
are bilingual is growing very rapidly. As a member of
the State Board of Education. I see report after report
showing that profile. Education in this country has

always recognized an obligation to prepare people
with employment skills. That is something we felt
pride in. When people left our schools, they had
employment skills. Well, this is an employment area,
and it requires an employment skill. It is a skill that
private industry, cities, counties, and the federal
government are crying for.

That is the opportunity we have. The integration of
bilingual education and desegregation programs is
very natural. I would be worried if somehow the
nature of the two progriims was such that it made
their integration difficult. I think the only problem in
the past has been one of staffing. The bilingual law
said you needed ten or more children in a class, if you
split them up, then who got the teacher?

I believe, however, that if we aggressively pursue
the goal of effective language development with the
kind of talent .ad professional skill and resources we
have in California, then the outcome can be an abso-
lute succe,?s, not only for the state and the country,
but for the world.

Of course, this is a difficult, conservative period of
history. I am not unaware of the kinds of problems ,

Ultimately, our obligation as educators is
the most complete and effective
development of human resources, the
guarantee of the civil rights of all children.

that you face or that we face together. And things will
get worse. But I know that what we pursue in inte-
grated education and bilingual education is sound. It
is the way to ensure the future of California's children.
I will change my mind about that when I hear some-
body criticize John Gavin for speaking Spanish, or
when people with money stop preparing their children
to speak Spanish. Some legislators who vote aggres-
sively in Sacramento against bilingual education wjll
tell me very proudly of the schools in which they p.ltfce
their children to learn Spanish because that is w here
the jobs are. So, w hat we are talking about is ensuring
the very future of our c a Idren. Ultimately, our obliga-
tion as educators is tl most complete and effective
development of hums t resources, the guarantee of the
civil rights of all chit ren. I leave you with a promise
that I will join you and will fight at your side to hell
and back for all our children.
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WORK SESSION ONE

MINORITY VIEWS

Moderator

Minta Brown, Consultant, Office of Intergroup Rela-
tions, California State Department of Education

Participants

Annie Richardson, Los Angeles; Herlinda Ramirez,
San Diego, and Toti de Guzman, San Diego

Annie Richardson:
1 am, at present, a member of an integration team in

the Los Angeles Unified School District. Each area in
Los Angeles is assigned an integration team. My
understanding of the task for this workshop is that Ave
are to present issues and concerns from our particular
perspectives.

There are four basic issues, in my estimation, from
the black perspective. I would like to share those with
you as they relate to the Los Angeles Unified School
District from my point of view as a parent in that
district. The number one issue is unequal education of
blacks and other minorities. Data are available to
prove that separate but equal is truly unequal in Los
Angeles. The curriculum offered at each grade level is
very unequal. When you look at the curriculum offer-
ing at an inner-city school and you look at the curricu-
lum offering at a San Fernando Valley school, you
can easily see that there is a great disparity,

Another unequal situation involves the plant facil-
ity, equipment, and other unmeasurable qualities.
One of the things that always bothered me as a parent
is, when we start to talk about what is unequal, we
only relate equality'to having your child sit next to a
child of another ethnicity. I think that in the Brown
decision they talk about unmeasurable values that are
inv oked in desegregation. So, even if you look at the
curriculum and the curriculum is the same and you
look at the plant and the plant is the same, there are
other things in a desegregated setting that Lome into
play.

One of the things that I hope my children learn
through their school experience is that all black folks
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are not the same, all white folks are not the same, and
all brown folks are not the same. People are people,
and that is something you learn through desegrega-
tion that you cannot measure, but it is a fallout of
being in a'desegregated setting.

Thd second issue is desegregation as a black/ white
issue. I think the bottom line is that desegregation is a
black/ white issue. When we went through the first
process Of voluntary desegregation, the last to be
chosen were the black children. White children usu-
ally choose to integrate with any other ethnicity or
minority before the black schools are chosen. How do
you get all the people involved, including the black/
white combination?

The third issue has to do with desegregation versus
integration. The court can mandate desegregation,
but it cannot mandate integration; and often what
happens is thlt you end up with some kind of token
desegregate , or moving of bodies, with no integra-
tion. I fee that if you have desegregated and got a mix
on the same campus, but students do not intermingle
with students of other ethnicities, then the desegrega-
tion has not accomplished its goals.

Data are available to prove that separate
but equal is truly unequal in Los Angeles.
The curriculum offered at each grade level
is very unequal.

I think a lot of people outside of our district have
perceived the busing plan as massive. In Los Angeles
there are very few black children involved in the de-
segregation plan. When desegregation was initiated,
Los Angeles had more then 500,000 students in the
district; of that number, only 78,000 were involved in
the mandatory pairs and clusters, and of the 78,000,
about 32,000 were white and 46,000 were combined
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minority. Only 13,000 were black. This was for 1979.
In 1980 the number decreased. There were 24,000
white students and 42,000 combined minority, stu-
dents, and of those only 9,000 were black students. To
me the whole desegregation plan as it has existed in
Los Angeles is not massive at all. 1 mean that 9,000
black students do not add up to a massive busing
plan, as far as I am concerned. Now, those are the
pairs and clusters. We have a situation in Los Angeles
w here they are talking about dismantling the "manda-
tory" component. But to me it is "mandatory" when
the minority students have to go to another school to
get a good education.

We have two other components in the desegrega-
tion plan. One is called PWT (permits with transpot-
tation), which is d voluntary plan. Ninety-eight percent
of the children in this plan are black. We have another,
component called satellite zoning, which affect, about
98 percent Hispanic children. It is to relieve over-
crowding, and it is one-way busing. So w hat you do
not hear about Los Angeles is the fact that there are
large numbers of minority children on the move to
integrate white schools on permits with transportation
and' satellite zoning. When they talk about disman-
tling the mandatory desegregation plan, to me those
components are as , mandatory as pairs and clusters,
because the studepts in an overcrowded school do not
get to sa771. will-nut go." They draw a geographic
area, and they say your satellite zone is to such and
such school. That is mandatory, in my estimation, and
that is the part that they do not publicize. There are
about. 20,000 students involved in PWT, and 98 per-
cent of them are black. In the satellite zones the stu-
dents are all minority/ Hispanic children. About 2 or 3
percent are black students who go to a predominantly
Hispanic school.

What bothers me is that, in Los Angeles, we have
not started to talk about the real issue. I think, the real
issue is that there is no difference between w hat is
happening to us as minority ,parents in Los Angeles
and what happened in the South when minority
schools were closed and the minority children had to
bear the burden of travel. When do we really address
the issue of equality for everybody? I mean, if it is

okay for me to do it, then it should be okay for ev-
erybody to do it. We should share the burden equally.

Herlinda Ramirez:
For us, there is a lot of misunderstanding about this

issue. The problem is that we believe our children are
not going to be receiving an equal opportunity to have
a good education if there is mandator) transporta
tion, I am sorry for my English, but I am not very
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skilled in this language. 1 am dominant in Spanish. I
hope you can understand me.

My name is Herlinda Ramirez from Mexico. As I
said, we have a lot of concerns about our children
being taken away from our community. We need a lot
of information, and I believe the district is not doing a
good job on that. You have a lot of workshops about
this, like this one, and are spending a lot of money on
this kind of activity, but we do not have this kind, we
of the community. I am talking about the parents; the
parents arc the ones that have to know w hat has been
happening, w hat is going to happen w ith,the children.
We do not know. That is why we have all these con -
:erns. We want to have bilingual education, and we
want the security of our communities. We believe that
our children are going to be in a foreign atmosphere
and at may be the school personnel are not going to
be r 4idy to receive our children. May be our children
will of have the right kind of school personnel. We
are concerned that they are not going to be happy
over there. That is why I believe we need to have more
information.

. There is no difference between ivhat is
happening to us as minority parents in Los
Angeles and what happened in the South
when minority schools were closed and the
minority children had to bear the burden of
travel.

Toil de Gurthan:
I am currently working in San Diego for the

Filipino-American Educators Association, which is
funded by the federal government as a Title VII proj
ect. It deals with bilingual, multicultural education.
We are involved with parent training. My background
is entirely different from what I am doing now,,
because I recently retired from the Navy.. But I have
been exposed to a lot of parents and what their views
are, so I feel that I am well prepared in giving my
views, since they are the v iews of the majoicity of the
Filipino people in my communiq, anyway.

There is indeed a need for bilingual education
among the Filipino people, in spite of the fact that
most of the Filipino immigrants are fluent in English.
Some, are limited-English speaking. The problem
these students encounter in the school district is that
they are branded as slow learners or mentally retarded.
We have had a couple of cases here. So there isindeed
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a need for bilingual education, at least to get away
from such drastic misclassification of students.

=Bilingual education is necessary for Filipinos in the
sense that we want to develop our on self- esteem,
and in some way bilingual education interrelates with
our multicultural education. With-bilingual education
N e somehow are exposed more to the culture of our
on language and have an opportunity to maintain
our own culture.

In the area of desegregation, indeed, as Annie said,
it is still an issue between black and white. Now, we
feel that, if we are.going to have desegregation, let us
do it on a multiethnic basis, so that Filipinos will he
exposed to a different cultUre which has different
alues. The t alues of the Chicanos are important for
us to learn and accept as &culture. The black culture,
which is ter) rich, is something the Filipino commu-
nity should also learn and accept. 'Multicultural, mul-
tiethnic desegregation would help us learn to merge,
or mesh, into the American mainstream. There is not
an American culture, really. The American culture is
picked up from many different cultures. Let us have
multiethnic desegregation so that each and every one
of the cultures will he represented, and then we will
learn to accept the differences, to assimilate into the
American culture. It has not been that much of a
problem in the Filipino community, but we would like
to see it. The Filipinos in the San Diego area are

!spread over the county and throughout the school dis-
tricts. I would like to see it because 1 am experiencing
it now. My daughter is being bused to a black school.
She is enjoying it, and I would like to see more of that.

Minta Brown (Moderator):
Our parent panelists have identified some issues

that are of particular interest, especially in their refer-
ences to the necessity of multicultural education in
order for people to interact and interrelate and reach
an understanding. There is a great deal of misunder-
standing about multicultural education and what it
really is.

As our presenters have mentioned, we need to real
ire that we have entrusted to us the fate of our society
and the preservation of our culture, with the responsi-
bility of hating an influence on almost every citizen.
The public school, or some form of education, is a
common denominator. Family sty les may be differ-
ent. There may be one- or two-parent homes, tial or
poor homes, but children are going to be educated, so
those who provide that education need to hate some
common understanding. The American culture is a
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culture that has been contributed to b) hundreds of
cultures and that is the American culture.

When toe talk about cultural dit ersity, we are talk-
ing about some gerke.ralized understanding that must
be specifically interpreted. And when we do that spe-
cific interprdtation, we are talking about human rela-
tions, and that can only happen when people come
together and those humans are addressed as individu-
als. And iC we are saying we cannot do it because
people do not share language, or if we cannot do it
because we cannot provide transportation, then we
have a problem that must ,begin with commitment. I
think that all of our speakers today hate been talking
about what kind of commitment are we going to
develop, and how can we rake the information that we
have been given and go back and make a difference.

I think Herlinda is say ing that the parents %%anti°
be sure that the children are being received as human
beings, that their needs are being met on an indit idual
basis, and that the school is prepared to receite them.

The American culture is a culture that has
been contributed to by hundreds of
culturesand that is the American culture.

Question. What kinds of information do you.feel you
have not been receiving, and from whom would you
like to receive that information?

Herlinda Randre::
We would like to receive the information from the

district. We would like to know what kind of pro-
grams the) are going to be providing to our children
since in our neighborhoods, in our schools, they
already have programs. What is going to happen if
they are going to be moved to that other school? We
would like to know the kind of programs, how the
programs will be implemented, and what kind of per-
sonnel are in that school. We would like to have that
information in-our native language. For example, I
would like to have it in Spanish, because I,am domi-
nant in that language, and in that way.I can under-
stand v hat is going to happen with my children in that
school, what kind of atmosphere they are going to be
surrounded with, the attitude of the teachers, and the
attitude of the administrators.
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WORK SESSION TWO

BUILDING A SUPPORT SYSTEM
FOR BILINGUAL EDUCATION
1frITHIN AN INTEGRATED
SCHOOL

Daniel Holt, Mario Muniz, asid Maria Vasquez,
Office of Bilingual Bicultural Education. California
State Department of Education

Mario Jthink:
I am a consultant with the NOD-LAU unit in the

Office of Bilingual Bicultural Education, California
State Department of Education. I would like to intro-
duce my colleagues from the NOD-LAC unit in Sacra-
mento. To my left ate Maria Vasquez and Dan Holt.

What I would like to do is briefly give you the
over% iew of w hat we intend to do today in the session. I
must add that we have cha nged the hashc plan that we
used yesterday because of the shortage of time and the
extensi% e content of our presentation. This is done
specifically to allow you the opportunity to participate
in the discussion so that we can find out what some of
your concerns are and try to address them during our
presentation.
. Now I will walk von through the contents of the
handouts that we have for you. 1 here is some very
taluable atformaiion that you really should take the
u me at your own leisure to review. We w ill be referring
to much of this infot !nation during the presentation.
On the left side, the first information item is a summary
of the language census for 1980. Basically, this is the
language information that is collected by the Depart-
ment through our Data BHA unit within the Office of
Bilingual Bicultural Education.

Next, we hays the 1979 racial and ethnic sin %ey
conducted by the Office of Intergroup Relations.
Beneath that isa copy of the memorandum issued from
the Office of Intergroup Relations addressing the
impact of Proposition I on desegregation. We !hoe
also included for your information an advisory from
the Department of Education w Ilia addresses the rela-
tionship between proficiency standards for graduation
and bilingual education. This advisory was prepared
jointly by the Office of Bilingual Bicultural Education
and the Office of Program Evaluation and Research.

You also have in your packet a blue sheet, which
describes TRI-L.11:, the coordination network among

the three Lau centers in California. You willalso find a
summary of the federal and state requirements for
bilingual education. It is set tip in chronological order
for your in fo rmat ion'in developing a good understand-
ing of the legal requireinents for bilingual education.
Next. we ha%ehe background statement on bilingual
education, a document that has been de% eloped by the
Office of Bilingual Bicultural Education in Sacra-
mento. This statement outlines the standards of qual-
ity, and the theoretical framework for bilingual educa-
tion. I really need to emphasize that the framew ork was
developed from a thorough review of research,
something we will be referring to during the presentation.

The last item is a papei that has been written by Jane
Mercer, entitled "Building Effective Multiethnic Schools."
This is the doc.ument that Dan Holt will be referring to
in his .presentation.

Daniel Holt, Consultant, Office of Bilingual Bicultural
.,Education, CIllifornia State Department of Education

The-iitle of th ssession deals with developing a sup-
port system. This support system should fmeet the
needs of all students. their linguistic, acad4mic, and
psychosocial needs within the school setting. When
you begin to look at developing a system, you have to
look at a variety of things. While we will focus on
bilingual education in some detail and while that cer-
tainly is our area of expertise, we are committed to
contextualizing bilingual education so that it exists as
an important approach for not only language-minority
students but also other ethnic minority students and all
students in the school.

I believe that bilingual education should become an
iiiregratie %chicle and I hope that, as we begin to talk
more about this system for developing support in lan-
guage achievement and psychosocial development,
you w ill see what %kC mean by bilingual education as an
integrative vehicle.

Let us start by looking at %%hat happens Um racter is-
ticag in an interethnic situation. What happens w hen
a minority and a no nminority student interact in the
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school setting Many of the points that we w ill be
discussing this mor ning come from Jane Mercer's work
on building effectiv e multiethnic schoolS. Dr. Mercer's
work indicates that in a normal encounter in a school
settintbefween minority and nonminurity students, we
find patterns that replicate events in the larger society,
namely, that the majority student takes over the inter-
action, dominates the interaction, and initiates more
activity. The minority student is left in a subset.% lent
position.

Dr. Cohen's w ark at Stanford, which invoked
observing the interactions between black and white
students, really substantiates this point dramatically.

I believe that bilingual education should
become an integrative vehicle . .

She designed an experimela w here a black student and
a white student, matched on IQ measures. sat down to
work out the problem of putting a radio together. The
black student was taught in adv a nce'how to assemble
the radio, and a was known that the white student did
not know how. When they sat down and the teacher
instructed them to put the radio together. the black
student did not initiate the activity, did not assist in the
activity, but allowed the white student to take ov er and
figure out the solution. The black student Rally
became a subordinate in the interaction. Aad this
proved to be the patter n throughout the experirnent.

Others have observed situations w here the differen-
tial prestige and status accorded to minority and
majority students in large' society is replicated in the
schools.

In a team situation someone is going to come out a
little more subordinate than the other in any kind of
activity, But if this happens on a predictable basis, if it
happens always that the minority student play s the
subservient role, then I think that a problem is created
that we all would like to rectify.

This prqblem has an impact oniuchievement in very
important ways. First, it reduces the interaction between
the student and teacher. it educes the amount of infor
mation that the minority student can icor n and the
amount of experience the minority student can benefit
from. It also reinforces a feeling of inadequacy. In
some cases we cap see that it actually creates social
disability, with students becoming hostile with oite
another or e% en preferring not to enter into this intera,
non in the first place. What is the point in trying to
cooperate if one always comes out looking foolish or
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looking unqualified? By increasing the 'Student's nega-
the affective reactions, the subordinate role limits the
assimilation of information and limits the interaction
itself.

Ibis subservient role also reduces the time in which
the student can be on task in participating if the stu-
dent really stays out and does not actively participate.
If time on task is reduced, the amount of learning that
takes place is also reduced. As Dr. Mercer points out
in her research, once the learning is reduced and the
achievement is reduced, the .teacher's negative expec-
tations of minority students are triggered.

Contrary to many other studies, race itself does not
seem to be a very gisod predictor of how teachers feel
about the ability of certain students. According to Dr.
Mercer, it does not matter whether the student is
brown, black, or white. The critical variable, in terms
of how the teacher feels about the student's ability to
succeed in the school, depends on how the student is
actually achieving. If the student is learning, is partici-
pating, and is getting good mai ks, the teacher has very
confident feelings about the student's ability to suc-
ceed in society. about the student's ability to interact
with other students, and about the student's positive
interpersonal relationships. According to Dr. Mercer.,
achievement is what triggers the positive or negative
attitudes toward a student and not entirely the ethnic-
ity of the student.

I think this may tell us something about why
teachers have positive attitudes toward certain groups
and negative perceptions of others. It may not be
because the group is Asian per se, but because those
students may bring more to a situation, which allows
them to achieve. Then, because of the achievement,
tne teacher thinks they are doing great. which perpet-
uates the student's high achievement, Once the achieve-
ment is affected by the differential status that is

accorded to students and is affected by their differen-
tial involvement in the interaction, then the negative
attitudes are triggered. and the low achievement is
perpetuated.

So what do we do about this? Dr. Mercer proposes
a series of affirmative programs and affirmative steps
for administrators, teachers, educators everyone asso-
ciated with the education of the child. These steps
would. in effect, overtly increase the status that is

accorded to students in the school setting. In order to
break down differential treatment that is largely the
result of the different status accorded to students
(based arbitrarily on their language and cultural back-
ground). we need to do certain things in the school
petting that will increase the status of minority stu-
dents. This should result in relative equity across all
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student groups. That another way of looking at
equity.

We all IA ant to aLluine equity, but really what does
that mean? It inok es overt aLtk sties in the school
setting that will LounterbalanLe hat ma) be going on
outside the school that is often replicated in the school
setting with students feeling inadequate just because
they are minority students.

What we hope to do,during this presentation is to
outline some things within the school setting that
could be done that would result in increased percep-
tions of status, or, as Dr. Mercer terms it, "status
equalization." These things must be done in ordinary
daily pursuits at the school site. They cannot be
reserved for once a month for ethnic holidays or once
a year for prominent figures' birthdays. They cannot
be done in an isolated classroom for certain students
while excluding others. They have to happen in nor-
mal day-to-day activities where students realize re-
peatedly that teachers and administrators are sincere
about their efforts t&accord prestige to all students'
unique characteristics. They should happen in natu-
ral, conifortable situations in their regular interac-
tions done in a way that matches students' needs.

I *ant to emphasize that status equalization must
happen with the full support of the administration.
Minority students' prestige often is accorded as a
result of one instructional aide or one teacher, maybe
an enlightened principal, or a group of enlightened
teachers. But what has to happen is that status equali-
zation has to be an overt policy and practice which

I want to emphasize that status equalization
must happen with the full support of the
administration.

becomes institutionalized. That IS, the administration
must try to reLreaie the structure of the si..hool in .t
way that ill make all students feel that the) are insid-
ers whether the) just arrived, whether the have been
there tot a long period of time, w hether the) are the
deLlining population, or whether the) are the group
that is rapidly increasing.

Building this sense of togetherness is extreme!) Lriti-
cal in this status equalization effort. Vv'e are dealing
with the perceptions of all students, nut jtit the per-
ceptions of the minority students. Our educational
interventions have traditionally (mused on the minor-
ity student with special needs. Dr. Cohcn's experiment
mentioned earlier would indicate that we also have to
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deal with,nonminority students' perceptions of minor-
ity students in order to establish cooperation in the
learning enironment. Students must see that it is in
their individual interests to cooperate rather than
Lompete. And certainly as we get into curriculum and

.. Status equalization has to be an overt
policy and practice which becomes
institutionalized.

instruction, one way to foster this change would be to
make the evaluation of the students' performance con-
tingent upon their ability to cooperate rather than just
.their ability to solve the task as individuals. If nonn-
nority students see that they can just intervene, show
how great they are, and get good grade_ s for doing so,
they are not going to be motivated to subordinate
their own initiative in order to work out cooperative
solutions.

In looking at building a support system, one of the
things that we need to do is actually envision what the
system looks like. One of the problems that we have
had is that we have looked at individual programs and
their success or failure in achieving desired educa-
tional outcomes, but we have not looked at those pro-
grams precisely enough in terms of the context in
which they operate. So we get all kinds of questions:
Is Title I working or not? Is bilingual education work-
ing or not? Is it effective or not?

We need to look at how a program is doing in
relation to the entire system. The system can be envi-
sioned by looking at what our office has crudely con-
structed as an interaction model which delineates a
way of looking at a group of factors which affect edu-
cational outcomes. Instruction is the one factor that
we are usually concerned with. Instruction, bilingual
education, and remedial reading are certainly impor-
tant. But another aspect is the student input factors,
e.g., the studefit's language proficiency. Do we really
have a good vay of measuring the student's profi-
cient,)? Do we ha e a real understanding of hat that
prufkieni..) is? If black students come to school, do
teaLhers have an accurate perception of their linguistiL
development? Or do they just say these students speak
a dialect of English and what we have to do is to teach
them how to use standard English': Or do we have a
more thorough understanding of languagc at.quisition
in terms of what students really know?

The work of William Labo has been very persua
sive in indicating that how )ou assess students deter
mines mu, h of v hat y ou really find out about them.
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For example. one tester sat down with one black stu-
dent who was VCr) proficient in one variety of shat
could be called Black English. yet the student %NaJ
diagnosed as has ing a learning disability and of king
"al:ngual." .1nother tester. howeser, had a thorough
understandit, of black languagand\could u,, black
language to elicit responses. With this assessor the
student readily and actively participated. resealing a
sophisticated linguistic capacity.

Educational input factors Involve the way the pro-
gram is organized, whether the local board of educa
tion has adopted a policy regarding equity for all
students: whether it has a policy on institutionalizing
programs designed to meet the special needs of indi-
vidual groups of children: Whether there is an affirma-
tive policy to staff the program with individuals with a
s ariety of ethnic backgrounds. These kinds of factors
very critically affect the way the treatment is orga-
nized. which in turn affects community background
factors. Community background factors include things
like the way the community perceives the school and
the degree of community ins olsement in the school
through participation. observation. consultation, and
so forth.

All of these factors interact with and affect each
other. For example. in bilingual education if there is
an affirmatis e. policy on accepting the child's first lan
guage as the language of instruction, this policy will
certainly affect the way parents in the minority com-
munity siew the school. The interaction runs both
ways and is highly LI.) namic. In this way m,t.: can see the
need fur educators to learn techniques for managing
these factors. We must recognize that we has c control
over many of these factors. For example, do we ha vc
enough teachers who can teach reading to students
with different dialects and languages? We say vve can
not find them. Well, do we haw a program for those
teachers to work in if we could find them? Do we have
a policy that say s that we are desperately in need of
them? If we has e a commitment to find them, they
suddenly start appearing. One of the encouraging
things that we found out about the Asian and Minor.
it Language Project in our office was that once we
made a commitment to deselop handbooks on 13
Asian and minority languages, we found an impres-
sive network of individuals who !lase become impor
tact resources for the project.

Once you make the commitment, you find the sup-
port. People find out about the need, and indisyuals
become asailable. This in turn reinforces the pat..),
which then supponslihe treatment and ultimately the
educational outcomes.
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What we would-like to see is this kind of a model
used in the initial deselopment of a program (i.e..
designing the goals and objectises) as well as in the
implementation and esaluation of the program. Dur-
ing the esaluation of the outcomes, we can then begin
to identify where additional manipulation and man-
agement are necessary to improse that outcome or to
sustain the improsement that we already have.

Once you make the commitment, you find
the support. People find out about the need,
and individuals become available.

In bilingual education we have this model devel-
oped in some detail regarding standards of imple-
mentation. In your packet you have a background
statement on bilingual education that does outline the
critical sariables in the assessment, in the program, In
the community, and in the school. This has been
des eloped user the past two years. What we are now
at work on, partially as a result of this conference, is
identifying additional factors as they relate to other
students in the school setting and as they relate to
other factors in the school. In other words, deselop-
ment of the child's literacy in the first language is one
factor that affects achievement in English. But what
about the factor of has ing a multiethnic staff? Is that u
significant factor in affecting the treatment or the out-
come? What about ins oh ing nonminority students in
the bilingual program? Is the enrollment of nonminor-
ity students in a bilingual program a critical factor in
affecting the outcome? Does at improse the interac-
tion of students and thereby improve achievement?
That is what we are working on now. primarily with
Jane Mcrcer. It is going to he the focus of our work
for the next year at least. That is about as far as we
can plan ahead with funding at this time. But we are
excited about the possibilities and about getting your
reaction to this approach. We are moving in the direc-
tion of being able to provide a system on developing a
program with certain additional standards of imple-
mentation.

A bilingual teacher in a self-contained classroom
with good materials is one of many sery impoitant
factors that determine whether students actually bene-
fit from that program. However, we has e to look at
other factors. the interaction of that student in that
self-contained classroom with other students in the
school, actise, equitable participation in a multiethnic
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environment; adoption at the highest level of support
in the administration for that self-contained Llass-
room, active parent imokement in not only signing
off on the proposal but coming into that classroom
participating, e,..luating, and then consulting with the
administration. We want to be able tosay more about
these my rind variables. But we want to be %cry careful
that w hen 18C talk about them that, just as in the
background statement, we spLak from a position of
LonfidenLe that the researk.h supports the fact that
these factors really do make a difference.
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WORK SESSION THREE

BUILDING PROGRAMS
THAT WORK

Patricia Gandara, Rand Corporation, Santa Nion,,t

I will aot talk about districts that I think are doing a
good job, but rather about factors that I think Lon
tribute to doing a good job. I will offer examples of
some interesting things that hate been done in dis-
tricts around the country.

One of the most interesting questions is really
embedded in the title itself, that is, What do we mean
by programs that work? I do not think there is one
kind of a program that works or one kind of aptidel
thiit we can disseminate around the country and say,
"This is a great m, del, use it in all the districts and
you will have a ter) good program."

I am just finishing some work right now -data
collection on a national perspective, looking at dif-
ferent kinds of what I have called language assistance
programs because some districts do not call them bi-
lingual programs. I am convinced that different dis-
tricts need different kinds of programs. What works
for one place may not work for another. This is a
theme that I will keep returning to in m} comments.
There is just a great variety of what can be done.
depending on the needs of communities and what peo-
ple want.

I want to share some of what I have gained from
going around the country observing different kinds of
programs, talking with parents, the recipients of the
programs, and the people who deliver the programs.
I will describe some of the things that I think contrib-
ute to successful programs.

Programs that work are programs that respond to
the needs of communities. If a program is to be
responsive, it needs to take into ac aunt the tremen-
dous differences that exist in our communities.

We often tend to see bilingual education as a purely
Spanish-English phenomenon. Many communities
have more than one major language group. The othLt
groups have not only a right to sert iLes but they hate
a need and a desire for them. A program will never be
really effective unless every body is intuited in it. We
must serve the whole population.
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Sortie differences that affect the workability of pro-
grams concern the developmental stages of different
language groups. Most of the research and most of the
literature focus on Spanish as the other language in a
bilingual setting. Most of the focus in districts is on
Hispanics. The resources, materials, and know-how
for a bilingual education program in Spanish are
available. Other language groups do not have the
resources, materials, or teaching staff. But these
groups must be served also. Their needs must be
assessed, and the districts must address those needs in
some effective manner.

This may be the most important factor programs
have to serve communities and have to serve the dif-
ferent people in the communities. I have seen districts
in which the district is overwhelmingly Hispanic and
the programs are run by Hispanics. This may or may
not work well. I have seen other districts in which
there is a great division demographically. A district
may have many whites, many blacks, and two or three
different language minority groups. Things have to
work differently in such a district.

I am convinced that different districts need
different kinds of programs. What works for
one place may not work for another.

Also, there is a legitimate basis for attempting to
make workable programs based on historical prece-
dence. I will get into what I mean by this in the exam-
ples. In some communities there exists an historical
legitimacy for the use of Spanish as a second lan-
guage. That is something we have to pay attention to.

A second important factor in making a program
work is that the program must not be threatenine
Nothing is more damaging to a working program than
a Lommunity that feels threatened by that program.
Here is where desegregation plays a very important
role.
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I would go beyond saying that bilingual education
and desegregation can coexist. I would make the
intrepid statement that bilingual education programs
may work best in desegregated settings, that desegre-
gation may be the best thing in the world for bilingual
education. When bilingual programs belong to only
one section of the community or when communities
are segregated so that all the bilingual programs are
on one side of to% n, then the other people and the
other students in the district do not relate to those
programs.

This can provide a very threatening sort of atmo-
sphere. When the people do not understand what is
going on, they begin to feel that a lot of money is
being poured into another section of town for some
kind of special program that they are not getting.
Some white people get very uptight about that
because they feel the money is being misspent. Some
black people get very uptight about that because they
think there are other problems that need to be dealt
with and that money I:, being spent in one section and
it is not being spread around. Many threatening
things can happen.

When you desegregate Lommunities, when you
bring bilingual education into all sections of the dis-
trict, besides reducing suspicion about those pro-
grams, you increase contact with those programs.
People understand them better. [hey know %hat is
going on.jYou also increase the possibilities for mom-
toling those programs. When those programs exist in
only one pocket of the district, monitoring is not as
effective. People are not able to see what the effects of
those programs are and are not able to correct v rungs
as easily as when they are spread throughout the dis-
tract and everybody can see what is happening.

For those reasons, I think desegregation can be very
good for bilingual education. If we were to look at it
from that positive perspective, we could promote both
desegregation and bilingual education very effectively.
The most workable bilingual programs have been in
communities that are well educated. A big problem
that good programs face is lack of community under-
standing of what is going on in those programs.
Teachers tell me that when they were fin...II) able to
get the parents into the classroom, when they were
able to show them what was going, on there, then the
parents became supportive of the program.

The lack of contact between the community and the
programs has been a problem in places where very
good programs exist. Teachers talk about the need to
dispel myths that often, even in an Hispanic tom
munity, there is a very strong feeling that bilingual
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education means Spanish only, that children are not
learning English, that they are not learning as well as
the other students, and that they are not getting the
same curriculum as the other students. A well -
educated community is a very important factor in pro-
grams that work.

Another important factor is a school district govern-
ing board that truly represents its constituents. It is

difficult to have a successful program when the

A program will never be really effective
unless everybody is involved in it. We must
serve the whole population.

governing board does not represent the district's stu-
dents. It happens much too often that, even when the
majority of students are minority students, there may
be no minority members on the board.

You do not necessarily have to have a minority
board in older to represent minority interests, but it
helps. It might guarantee at least a little bit of repre-
sentation. It is very hard for a program to work when
the recipients have to explain to the governing board
%fly they need the program. It helps a lot to have
people on the board who know %fly the program is
needed, so they can get beyond that point and talk
about how to make the program better.

In districts where programs work well. there is a
coherent philosophy about vvhat the district is doing
and a very strong direction that is given from the top.
I think that is really important. I have seen individual
schools that are very good, that are doing fantastic
things, and that have a very committed staff. They
have a principal % ho really vv..nts to do something.
Another school may have a few good classrooms, but
most of the are not doing too Nvell. That generally is
the case ji districts where there is no coherent
philos ph

When ou ask one person, 'What do you think the
bilingual program is trying to do?" you might get an
answer like, "Well, we have a maintenance approach
here, and we are trying to help children get into En-
glish, but we are also trying to help them maintain their
Spanish." You ask a principal and the principal says,
"No, this is a transition program, we are trying to get
students as quickly as possible into English." And,
when you ask a third person and receive yet another
answer, you soon find that that. is no coherent philos-
ophy in that district. Nobody seems to be sending
messages, strong messages, down from the top.
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When there is , strong philosophy, when the
governing boa seems to be in agreement with the
principals and the principals seem to be in agreement
with the teachers, you find better programs through-
out the district rather than spotty kinds of programs
that depend completely on the quality of the teachers
and their ability to have a good program in the
absence of support.

The last point I would like to make is that, in the
effective programs I have seen, there has been more of
a philosophy of bilingual education as enrichment as
opposed to bilingual education as remediation. I th*
it is amazing how far such a philosophy can go in
shaping the workability of a program. When district
administrators view their bilingual programs as being
remedial programs, programs for students %%ho do not
do well, or programs for potential dropouts, then the
students who end up in the programs are stigmatized.
Other people are not too interested in those programs.
The community as a whole sees the bilingual pro-
grams as a part of special education. You know, it is
the "unfortunates- who end up there. And the com-
munity keeps its distance.

. In the effective programs I have seen,
there has been more of a philosophy of
bilingual education as enrichment as
opposed to bilingual education as
remediation.

When the district has the philosophy that the bilin-
gual prubram is an enrichment program, an oppor-
tunity for everybody to participate for Hispanics to
learn something more about their on language while
they are learning English or for other members of the
community to learn something about Spanish while
they are learning more in their own languageyou
will see greater participation of the community. There
will be more contact, and everybody will be more
interested. I hake seen communities in which the big
gest crisis that has occurred is hat the white students
coniplain bitterly that they cannot get into the pro-
grams. And this is the only complaint they have.

Philosophy is important, however, the philosophy
must be coherent. It must permeate the district, and it
must start with a governing. board that is responsive,
that is representative of its constituents, and that fol-
lows through all the way down into the classroom,
with the idea that what is being done in the classroom
is something positive, something more, something
extra, not just a stopgap measure.
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The importance of the factors f have mentioned is
that, if those things do not e,>ist in a district, a staff
can spend an awful lot of time putting out fires. I

think that is a very sad thing. You have qualified!
people who want to do a good job and w ho are quali,
fled to do a good job, but they cannot do it because
most of their time is spent trying to sell the prograni
and trying to keep people from cutting back fund.
They do not get to put all of their energies into doing
what they know how to do best. When those factolfs
are present in a district, when they are there and they
are firmly enibedded, the teachers and the people
involved in the programs do not have to worry about
public relations. The programs become institutional-
ized, and the staff can concentrate on quality.

Now I will tell you about a couple of interesting
as of dealing with bilingual education in very dif-

ferent settings. I will not mention the names of the
districts, but I will describe them a bit. One was a
large metropolitan district in the Midwest. It is a dis-
trict in which there is a strong tradition, a strong his-
tory of multiethnic groups. The district has, over the
years, served waves of different language speakers
Poles, Germans, Lithuanians, and now a large group
of Puerto Ricans. The schools have had to accommo-
date each one of these groups as it has come through.

The district is untie" a federal order to provide bilin-
gual services. One of the interesting things they are
doing is to provide immersion classes in French and
German, and many of the participants are black. They
take all their subjects in one of those languages.
Because it is an immersion program, by the time they
finish third grade, they are bilingual in English and
German or English and French.

One of the ongoing complaints about bilingual edu-
cation is that, if children do not get enough English,
L..., are not going to learn how to speak English.
Well, these children are not getting any English. They
are getting French and German, and the community is
delighted.

This has been an opportunity to bring black parents
and their children into the bilingual process in a very
enrichment-oriented way. People are standing in line
for these programs. People want t be in bilingual
education. They want to participat They see it as a
real plus.

Now, of course, this is different. This is not dealing
with the child who just Lame from Mexico and does
not speak English. But it, too, is bilingual education.
My feeling is the more we begin to explore different
ways of seeing bilingual education and different as
of approaching it from an enrichment perspective, the
more support, there is going to be in the total
community.
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Another district that I found fascinating was a dis-
trict in the Southwest in a small city that has %ery
strong historical roots. The %ery foundations of the
city arc Hispanic. People move there because they
want to have this historical feeling and Ike in a place
whose tradition and character go back 300 years.
Biculturalism is so important to the people in this
community that the real thrust for the bilingual pro-
gram came from the Anglo community. Because there
is so much intermarriage, the proportion of Anglos to
Mexican-Americans is difficult to measure.

One of the interesting things they are doing
is to provide immersion clacces in French
and German, and many of the participants
are black.

the community support for bilingual education is
such that the distract is ha% ing to dig deep into its ow n
pockets to pay for the programs. The community
wants the bilingual pi ogiams before it %.1, ants other

things. The superintendent and the community are in
agreement that their program is one of enrichment.

Essentially, the program's aim was to produce
bicultural children. I he admitted freely that they did
not feel they could make Anglo children completely
bilingual. In an hour or two a day, the children %%ill
not become fluent in Spanish. They hope to embed a
seed in these children NO they will hike an apprecia-
tion for the language and, as they get older and as
more opportunities arc open to them by the time they
are twenty or twenty -fire, they will be bilingual. they
will go to college or study the language on their own.

They will mix with people w ho speak Spanish, and
they will increase their Own skills. Interestingly,
because of the intermarriage in that community, many
of the Hispanics do not speak Spanish.

The third district I want to mention is one that is
very different from the first two. It also is in the
Southwest, but in a border area. It is a fairly large
district for a border city and 95 percent of the popula-
tion speaks Spanish. When the children come to
school, 1, er} few of them speak English. The superin-
tendent in that district has %ery strongly supported the
concept of bilingual education. He has been at the
forefront in fighting for-it in his state. However, he
has had to accommodate his thinking to his particular
community. Virtually all the teachers are bilingual.

rhe parents have a great concern that if the pro-
gram that is offered is a full bilingual program with a
strong maintenance portion, when will these students
ever hear English? They hear English only at school.
So the parents have asked the schools to please back
off on the strong maintenance aspect. Their children

'willwill neer have to worry about not speaking Spanish.
What they' have to worry about is not speaking En-
ig sh. This, of course, will limit their economic ()ppm-%

\tu kities.
1 S here is another perspective on bilingual educa-
tion. Tshis is a district in w Inch, I think, there is a
strong and coherent philosophy. The superintendent
could not be more committed to doing a good job for
children. Yet he is not going to have d maintenance
program because that is not what his community
needs. He is trying to adapt his program to the com-
munity in which he works.

I think these three examples pros ide %ery different
perspecti%es on doing a good job and ha% ing a pro-
gram that works.
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WORK SESSION FOUR

CALIFORNIA: THE REALITY

Alberto Ochoa, Director. National Origins Desegre-
gation Center. San Diego State University

I would like to begin by summarizing some of the
earlier comments made on the question of equity and
by giving you my personal opinion as to how equity
has been defined or is being defined by the courts and
other agencies and institutions. Then I want to refer to
the demographic o%er%iew of California in terms of
student population over the last ten years, specifically
for the period of 1967 1977, as it relates to the
achievement of minority students in California. Third
I will deal with educational planning in order to
address the projected linguistic and academic need
of minority students in this state

Most of the philosophical arguments on the subject
of equity ate for equity in terms of need or in terms of
morality or merit; need being the intent of equity,
morality being the value position of the community or
society, ind merit being the actual practice between
the intent and the operation of the concept of equity.
Regarding the sociopolitical response to need in terms
of equity, we hake to consider legal intent The ).egal
requirements for equity are foutid in the Fourteenth
Amendment of the Constitution; Title 1'1 of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964; Title IX of the Educational
\mendments of 19'2, which deals with see equity.
and the Equal Educational Opportunity \et of 19'4
In a nutshell, the requirements say that there shall be
no discrimination on the basis of race, color, national
origin, or sex.

The educational response for the most part has
been focused on the concept of equal educational
opportunity, and this is addressed from a deficit per-
spective. The memorandum of May 25, .1970, deals
with taking affirmative steps to rectify the language
deficiencies of students.

Generally, we recognize that something needs to be
done in terms of equity, to provide equal educational
opportunity for students, but on the whole we ate
saying that the student has either a cultural or hngurs-
ttc w hen he or she wines to school. That is the
legal basis. As progressne as it might be, this is what
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we now have that we can use as educators in our
rationale for equity.

The next issue is the value position of our society.
Hake we really internalized the concept of equity in
terms of the legal responsibility to address the aca-
demic and linguistic needs of students? When we look
at national values, we only need to refer to 1896, the
year of the Me.s.9 v. ergu.sun decision of the
Supreme Court, which established the "separate but
equal" docti me. It was not until 1954 that out couris
stated that the "separate but equal" doctrine was
unconstitutional. Only 26 years ago as a nation we
changed the N, Atte position and said that we hike to
,piovide:equal educational opportunity to students.

The legal requirement is that every individual resid-
ing in this country should ha% e equal protection under
the law. In terms of the educational response, basi-
cally It has been to provide access to cultural and
structural assimilation as defined by the power struc-
tures of our society. We are not saying that we should
maintain the culture, background, and language of
certain students. 11e are simply say mg that we need to
provide them with equal access so they can be main-
streamed into our communities. the thrust is that of
assimilation, not of cultural pluralism.

As a society we are still try ing to define what s>e
mean by equity. Whet het or not bilingual education is
the right of a add is still being debated. As for racial
segregation, in California the value position of our
communities is that of freedom of dnce. Is the com-
munity to be given the responsibility to decide? Getter-

The legal requirement is that every
individual residing in this country should
have equal protection under the law.

racist segregation has been the responsibility of
the schools. We need to address the equality of educa-
tional opportunities for all children, but we must not
s estate the rights of any indis idual. The question of



institutional, stmetal Nun} %erstis individual rights
has not been resoled. In other words this is the ques-
tion of racism 1,ersus the rights of an indkidual. In the
Bakke decision, the courts said that the individual
(specifically, Bakke) had the right to due process. In
the schools we have equal educational access. So, as a
sw_tety, we are still trying to define the concept of
equity. As of this date, a child has a right to equal
access to education. The next question concerns
benefits, whether the child, by being given equal
access, is enabled to profit from the services being
provided.

At this time I would like to introduce to you Tom
Foote, who will provide us with an overview of some

of the research done b} the Social [quit} Center at
San Diego State Unkersit) w ith regdrd to demo-
graphic characteristics of California.

(Tom Foote then presented and discussed a series of
slides with graphic and tabular material from the pub-.
lica tions Ethnic Groups and Public Education in Cali-

fornia and Ethnic Groups and Student Achievement
m California. To obtain these research reports, write
to Tom Foote, Social Equity Center, 6363 Alvarado
Court, Suite 226, San Diego, CA 92120; telephone
714-265-6403 or 265-6692. Ask for prices before
ordering copies.)
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WORK SESSION FIVE

WHAT HURTS AND
WHAT HELPS

Niceima King, Researcher, Rand Corporation, Santa
Monica

A's a researcher at the Rand corporation during the
past eight years, ,I have been ini(;olved in five of the six
studies done on desegregatio0 for the Civil Rights
Commission, the U.S. Office 'of Education, and the
National Institute of Educati n. In the course of that
work I have had the opportu ity to visit 118 desegre-
gated or desegregating school districts around the
country. I have been asked td visit some of the school
districts to conduct staff development. I was a member
of the monitor and review committee that was appointed
by a Superior Court judge in Los Angeles.

What I want to talk about first are the social and
attitudinal conditions that make or break desegrega-
tion efforts and bilingual education programs. Some
social conditions can be changed; others cannot be
.hanged. I am going to focus more on the former,
because to continue talking about things one cannot
change is depressing.

In Los Angeles, however, we have given quite a bit
of time to talking about things that du not seem to be
able to be changed right now. In that category we
ha'c political realities, attitudes of board members,
and the kinds of exploitation of minority people that
tend to occur. In many instances that exploitation is
what brought us to the point of needing school deseg-
regation or needing bilingual education.

One must work with whatever racial composition
one has in a school district as a whole. When school
distrias begin to be predominantly minority, it becomes
more difficult to desegregate them, and it becomes
more difficult to talk about allocating resources. But
these things cannot be changed. Another thing we are
not usually able to change, although we might be able
to modify it somewhat by grant writing, is the amount
of money mailable for programs. One of the things we
have foun't to be eery difficult in school districts is
that at te time desegregation occurs there are a lot of
other interests that are competing for the same
amount of money.
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All of a sudden people recognize that schools that
have been unequal for years are not good enough to
send white children to. All of a sudden people recog-
nize that children who have never had the proper
attention to their linguistic need are not going to be
able to function in integrated classrooms. Now, they
were not functioning in segregated classrooms with
those same linguistic difficulties, but all of a sudden
there is more attention to those things, and they cost
money.

All of a sudden people recognize that
schools that have been unequal for years are
not good enough to send white children to,

Quite often what we have in a school district b an
inability to divert the line-item expenditures to pro-
vide for the real needs of minority children, although
those children may make up the bulk of the school
district population. When there is an inability on the
part of the board to du that, minority groups end up
competing for the mailable funds. It tends to make
fur bad feeling between groups, and it tends to create
insidious discussions about who has the most "ins"
with the superintendent or the board members, Usu
ally, the net result is that those who have real needs
never get as much as they really deserve.

The first things that can be changed are the atti-
tudes about the pr ograms themselves, that is, attitudes
about desegregation, attitudes about bilingual educa
tion, what it is for, what it is going to accomplish,
what the real aims are.

The second thing that can be altered or that we
consider mutable is a lack of knowledge or informa-
tion about the goals of the programs and how they
operate. (When I say "programs," it is shorthand for
both desegregation and bilingual education. When I
start to give examples, I will discuss both, separately
and together.)
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Another thing that can be changed is the fears that
people haw. Fears are different from attitudes. Atti-
tudes come from the experience of something or from
opinions about what it might be like. Fears are much
more deep-seated, they sometimes color our attitudes.
Fears are things that people hold very close to them,
and often a. takes very skillful digging to get at what
the real fear is that, for example, colors an attitude
that might be called "antibusiness." Another thing
that can be changed is the exclusion of isolated groups
from the process of decision making.

Let us begin with attitudes about the programs, for
example, in the Hispanic community about bilingual
education, in the black community about desegrega-
tion. There is not, by any means, consensus in the
white community. I do not think minority communi-
ties are different in that respect.

People often do not have any concept of what the
programs are. They think bilingual education means
that children will not learn to speak English, they
think desegregation mean, that children will lose
services.

I am not say ing that that cannot happen, but I am
say ing that these are attitudes or ideas people hold
that have to du with their experiences. What they have
heard, what they have read about, perhaps their fears,
and these are things that you can work around. You
can provide more information to people about what
bilingual education does and can do.

Right now we are doing a study of bilingual educa-
tion in eight school districts around the country.
There is no bilingual program I have heard of
that does not have as one of its primary goals instruc-
tion in English. All bilingual programs intend to teach
children to read and to speak English. (1 think true

People are concerned about what is going to
happen to their children.

bilingual programs also teach children who spelk
only English to read and speak another language, but
that seems to be a revolutionary concept these days.)

Another thing we can change is the lack of knowl-
edge or information about the program. In one school
district where there was a desegregation effort, the
biggest problem was getting information about tle
operation of the program out to the people who
would be affected. People are concerned about what is
going to happen to their children. That is natural and
is one of the reasons we have to be very careful. For
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example, when court orders are issued in the middle
of the school year to change how services are to be
provided, something very detrimental can happen if
people do not understand w hat is taking place.

Not everybody reads the newspaper or listens to the
radio. Those of you who are teachers are aware, I am
sure, that those little notices we send home with the
children often do not get there. Ben-if there has been
an effort to get information out, there is still a lot of
ignorance in the community about how each child is
going to be affected by a change.

I w ;II now discuss fears. We are all much more com-
fortable with people who are like us than with people
who are not like us. But it is through learning about
people who are not like us that we grow. Yet there is a
lot of threat associated with that.

Anglo parents, in many instances, have fears about
their children going to ghetto schools. Those fears do
not all have to do with the perceived quality of educa-
tion in those schools, some of the fears have to do
with what I consider a cast, fundamental Negropho-
bia in this country. One hundred years after the aboli-
tion of slavery, white America is still very much afraid
of black people as a fact of life. Many white parents
hold that fear very close to them in their hearts, and
they will not admit it. You will never get anyone up
front in a mixed group to admit that is what is behind
their concern about school desegregation, but it dues
exist.

I think there is also a fear of foreign or non-English-
speaking people in this country. I went to school in
Los Angeles, and for many years I rode the bus out to
California State, Los Angeles, from the west side of
Los Angeles through downtown all the way to East
Los Angeles. The comments that I heard about people
who did not speak English from the people who only
knew English really reflected a great deal of fearthe
fear that there were secrets, that something was being
hidden from them. These are things that people do not
talk about to people of other groups, but I think they
have to be talked about and have to be brought out in
the open if we are ever going to make bilingual educa-
tion and desegregation work.

One of the reasons minority people fear or have
negative attitudes toward desegregation or bilingual
education is that they have not been included in the
design of the program. They were brought into the
picture only w hen the plan was a finished thing. Their
endorsement was asked either their endorsement
because they were going to be saying yes, the minority
community has signed off on this, or their tacit en-
dorsement because they were going to be sending the
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most precious thing they had into that program,
whether it was desegregation or bilingual education,
etery day. That is not the way to educate people, nor
is it the way to gain their cooperation and trust.

What happens when people hate been excluded
from the planning process is that you do not have
their trust. You w ill not he able to contince people
that their school district, which has been discriminat-
ing against the children all along, is now going to
provide something wonderful and grand to make it all
better.

Now, the conterse would seem to be that there arc
factors that block one's ability to otercotne poor atti-
tudes, fear, ignorance, and exclusion (or isolation),
and that is the heart of this discussion. I am going to
talk about the blocking factors. These are (1) secrecy,
which is one of the prime blockag factors, (2) avoid -
ance, 13) poor communication, (4) intergroup jealou-
sies and fears, (5) inflexibility or unwillingness to
change plans, and (6) short time Imes for implementa-
tion of plans.

Secrecy

How many of you work for school boards that meet
in "executive session" to decide something that will
affect children and that people might become upset
about? An executive session may be necessary when
personnel matters are going to be discussed. But when
school districts are making decisions about how peo-
ple's children are going to be instructed, it is really
critical that those decisions be made in the open. The
decision-making process in this area is absolutely criti-
cal, and people need to know where their elected
representatives stand. Any board member who has to
hide behind closed doors to say what his or her true
feelings are about school desegregation or about bilin-
gual education ought not to be holding public office.
These are things we can change at election time.

Avoidance

In the area of school desegregation, at oidance
means ignoring the real fears black parents hate that
their children ate going to be discriminated against
when they go .into formerly all -white schools, that
white parents have for their children's safety when
they go into formerly all-black schools; that Hispanic
parents may hate when their children are assigned to
schools in which their critical mass will he too small to
qualify for an adequate program, that all poor parents
have when they think they are going to lose Title I
the only thing they have ever had that paid any atten-
tion td poor children.

When such issues are at oided in a district, a real
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blocking can occur. Parents know that the district
administrators are trrt dealing with reality. The reality
of what goes on for minority and poor children, in this
country, has had a lot do with Title I in the past 15
to 20 years. I am not sa, ing that Title I is perfect, or
that Title I has made the 'Nat gains that at one time
we thought it was going t make, or that Title I has
,:tr en begun to compensate c\hildren for some of the
losses they have suffered as result of a basically
elitist public school system.

Title I is the only program \hat was designed to
pi wide poor children with anything, and it is very
difficult to cons ince the parents that they w ill not be
giving up something if in fact their children lose Title
I. We know that despite Title I, and despite all the
other compensatory programs, the schools that did
not get Title I m mey because they %tete too high in
their income let el and too white, or too low in many
of the other factors to receite priority -those schools
still manage to produce some pretty fair scholars,
some excellent students as a matter of fact. Some par-
ents are afraid that a child who has not had the benefit
of enriched educational experiences may he harmed
when he or she is placed in a totally desegregated

Title I is the only program that was
designedIto provide poor children with
anything, and it is very difficult to convince
the parents that they will not be giving up
something if in fact their children lose
Title I.

situation or a bilingual education program. Those
fears have to be met. The school must devise a plan of
action to meet those concerns.

Poor Communication
Some school districts have a hot line, or a fact line,

on which parents can call and ask about the bilingual
program, the desegregation program, or any other
program that affects the children. I think this is a real
"copout." Fact lines are necessary, but they are in no
way sufficient.

Parents need to be told what the substance of the
program is, what the purpose of the program is, and
how it is going to be managed. In the case of bilingual
education, parents want to know how it is going to be
managed instructionally.

Do you mean you are going to be able to teach my
child bilingually when the thiId is one of ten, as
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opposed to one of two hundred? Do you tnean that
my child is going to get the same level of service? You
have to be honest in terms of communications with
parents on these issues. Parents need to know, for
example, how long their child is going to be on a bas.
If someone lies to them in the beginning, parents may
never trust that person again.

So there is a real need for open communication
with parents about the substance and nitty-gritty of
what is going to happen. Many times the teacher does
not know. It is a lot better to say, "I don't know, we
are still working on it," than to tell them something
that ends up being not true. In many school districts a
lot of the hostile feeling has come from both minority
and white communities a feeling that school district
employees have lied to them or told them something
that was a half truth. "The ride will be only 45 min-
utes" or "The ride will be only 15 minutes." Well, the
ride will be 15 minutes, but the child is going to be on

It is a lot better to say, "I don't know; we
are still working on it," than to tell them
something that ends up being not true.

the bus for an hour and a halt. 1 hose kinds of things
happen all the time, and we have to see to it that they
do not.

Intergroup Jealousies and Fears
Those of us who have worked in bilingual educa

tion and desegregation programs have got to do some
thing to present intergroup jealousies and fears from
growing. M) personal feeling is that there are a lot of
people who would love to see both desegregation and
bilingual education go away, or who would love to see
blacks and Chicanos kill each other off, because they
really do not want to deal with either group. And the
problems that school districts face with new refugee
populations in this area are escalating.

One of the things we have to be very careful to do
when we manage compensatory programs is to try to
put a stop to the intergroup fear and mistrust that are
endemic to those programs. "The blacks are getting
more of the Title I money.""The Chicanos are getting
all that bilingual money, and we do not have any for
Black English." We have to stop this, we have to bring
it out in the open, we have to talk about it, we have to
negotiate solutions, and then we have to move on
because there are some bigger battles that need to be
won.
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Inflexibility or Unwillingness to Change Plans

School administrators should be flexible and will-
ing to change. Parents must have access to.the deci-
sion makers early enough in the planning process, so
that a plan can be changed.without major disruptions.
The planners should be willing to listen to the con-
cerns , parents or teachers might have about a pro-
gram's effect on the children.

Insufficient Time to Implement Plans
School staff members just do not have much con-

trol over this factor. When court orders are issued and
boards make decisions, school people have to...move
quickly. If a plan is to start in two ,weeks, then it is
your job to make sure that it starts ut two weeks. But
when it happens in two weeks and the parents com-
plain loudly, the teaching staff bears the responsibility.

Those are things that we haveio work on, because,
particularly in large school districts, nothing moves
very fast. You certainly cannot rush and put together
or dismantle plans for which it has taken years to try
to gain the trust of people.

Now I am going to talk about factors that enhance
one's ability to overcome poor attitudes. This is what
helps, and this is the part I am really interested in. The
first factor is open decision making. It is really impor-
tant, as I said earlier, not to have a board that makes
all its important decisions behind closed doors. The
board has to have open doors at all times and not only
at the board meeting. They have to be willing to pro-
vide as much information as is necessary liefore the
board takes the final votes.

The second factor that we need to enhance our abil-
ity to overcome bad attitudes is clear descriptions of
programs and of their impact on affected groups. One
of the school districts I visited recently has a tremen-
dlus bilingual program for Hispanic youngsters, but
nor the district has many youngsters from Haiti,

The board has to have open doors at all
times and not only at the board meeting.

Cambodia, Laos, and Thailand. These children have
been receiving only English immersion, however,
because the Office for Civil Rights is concerned about
the services these children are receiving, they now
have an English-aA a-secondlanguage program.

That school district did some pretty poor planning.
It accepted federal money for refugees, but it did not
provide the services those children needed. Further-
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more, it did not commit itself to the planning that was
needed in order to participate in the refugee program.
Many excuses were given, such as, "We did not have
enough time." "It is in fact not a written language, it is
only ,a spoken language, so we cannot pedagogically
design the same kind of program for the Creole chil-
dren that we have for the Hispanic childien." "We do
not have anybody who speaks Creole."

'There are all kinds of reasons why school districts
cannot do things. The whole point, though, is that,
unless in the area of both desegregation and bilingual
education we are on target, both theoretically and
operationally, about what it is we are trying to
accomplish, it is going to be gone. It is pretty hard to
defend a bilingual program for Hispanic students only
if other students in the district have linguistic needs
that are not being met. We also have to try to build
some bridges to encourage intergroup cooperation
and to try to break down the fears. We have seen that
happen in some school districts where there has been
open conflict between, for example, black and His-
panic students. We qlso have seen it happen in school
districts where there has not been any open conflict.

Seattle. for example, has a tremendous diversity of
groups, but some real attempts have been made to
build intergroup networks that work together.

'\dequate staff preparation and imolvement are
critical if these programs are to be successful. I ha% e
spent most of the past two years studying staff devel-
opment and desegregated education in bilingual set-
tings The staff must be invoked in the planning and
delivery of the staff development. The staff includes
the principal, but that does not mean the principal
directs the development sessions It means that the
principal participates in terms of making the staff
function as a team.

The staff must be involved in the planning
and delivery of the staff development.

'another factor is the inclusien of community
members in decisions about programs. Many people
in the community feel alienated. The language-minority
community may be afraid that participation in a bilin-
gual program is going to mean that their children
never learn English. perhaps because they were taught
to speak English in school districts that did not let
them get out of the first grade until they spoke
nothing but English. Or they were taught in school
districts that put them in an English immersion pro-
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gram and treated them in the must inhumane tasluon
or punished them when they spoke any language but
English.

In many instances parents are concerned and scepti-
cal about bilingual education because they had such
harsh experiences as children themselves. Such par-
ents need to be involved and brought to understand
how the program itself is going to be shaped. They
need to be informed about how children learn best in
these settings. They need to be informed that studies
have shown that children du seem to learn better with-
out losing academically if they are taught to read first
in the language they understand.

In many instances parents are concerned
and sceptical about bilingual education
because they had such harsh experiences as
children themselves.

Finally, we need to solicit support from business
leaders, elected officials, and influential people in the
community. We need this for both desegregation and
bilingual education. We need it for bilingual educa-
tion because, until we do this, bilingual education is
going to be regarded as a remedial program. Until we
get the president of a major bank or a chief adminis-
trative officer of a large city to say, "I really need more
people who speak more than one language because I
am dealing with a city that is multilingual," until we
get people like that to speak before our boards of
education. bilingual education is going to be regarded
as just another program to keep minority people
quiet. It will never be regarded as anything- that can
be, is in fact, an enrichment program to provide chil-
dren with the linguistic background that will enable
them to cope with societies of the future,

We need to get people who ha'.e businesses and
who are thinking about moving industry back into the
cities to say, "I would like to see you desegregate the
schools because I would like to be able to meet my
affirmative action guidelines, and I have a hard time
doing that because we du not have quality education
in this school district for minority children." Until
then, we are not going to be able to give priority to
desegregation or bilingual education programs.

We need to get the people who are regarded as
community leaders to make these statements before
our governing boards, to help them to come into the
twentieth century in terms of their own decision
making.
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We are going to talk about public education, about
the legislation that mandates our bilingual program,
and about organizing the school for a bilingual, multi-
cultural approach. You are going to build together a
model staff development program which will support
a desegregated school involved in bilingual programs.
We are going to talk about parent involvement and
consider a human relations approach to leadership.

I am not convinced that ,every principal knows or
has the skill to organize a school so that programs can
be facilitated. We are now trying to help principals in
building their instructional leadership skills.

Where are we in public education? The List ten
years hate seemed like ,t hundred years. Eten in 1970
desegregation was not popular For me to bring books
like The .-ballent:, Child or The Culturallj Deprited
Child, books on intergroup relations, racism, and so
forth, would hate horrified you. Remember? Remember
the kinds of emotional issues that came up when we
began the 3.3 classes and when teachers had to be
involved with multicultural instruction? Remember
the kinds of attitudes and emotional responses that
were evoked by those things'' We have been through
the whole business of Lau. Title VII, and Title IX; we
have come a long way with ESEA, Title I. In 1970 we
were beginning the first parent involvement work-
shops for the 55 targeted Title I schools in Los
Angeles. This was the first time we were encouraging
parents to function in an informed manner in advising
schools and so on.

I hope you in your districts are not taking owner-
ship for everything bad that everybody has to illy
about public education. Personally, I have a very diffi-
cult time with lots of things because we have to begin
to realize and think where the school's responsibility
ends and where it begins. You cannot take ownership
for everything that happens. The expectations are tre-
mendous. Teachers think you ought to be doing one
thing_ Parents think you ought to be doing another
thing. Hispanic parents think you ought to be doing
something in particular, black parents think you
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ought to be doing something in particular, and all
other kinds of folks in between have some different
thoughts. Your boards of education are expecting
some different things of you. Your friends expect
other things. Principals and ad mumtrators expect
another.

You know I felt that I really was going to have a
very hard time with this conference because of its title
and because of what has been happening to us in Los
Angeles. I am trying to figure out where there is going
to be a desegregated school or where we are going to
be implementing bilingual bicultural programs. I

think we are going to have to back tip a little bit and
interest, persuade, or cajole some schools, some prin-
cipals, and some communities to want to see the
benefits to all youngsters of a desegregated-integrated
education. We do not hate many districts in Califor-
nia that are participating in desegregated-integrated
situations. Now if you know anything different from
that, let us know. Large numbers of t oluntary mtegra-
tun programs are going on in Portland, Oregon,
Racine, Wiscinsin, Dayton, Ohio, Baltimocre, Mary-
land; and Omaha, Nebraska.

I have to say that, as emotionless as I try to be
about the issue, when I found out on the radio that the
Supreme Court was not going to hear a particular
case, I remembered what George Wallace had said: "I
dra v the line in the dust and toss the gauntlet before
the 1 et of tyranny, and I say, 'Segregation now, segre-
gation tomorrow, and segregation forever.'" But pay
no ate tion to that. That is strictly my emotionalism.
The esearch does not bear out the benefits of the
correlation between pupil achievement and any of the
following: desegregation, class sue, or teacher prepa-
ration. There is a correlation, however; there is no
correlation between those things and pupil achieve-
ment, but there is a correlation between how young-
sters feel about themselves, the self-image, .Ad pupil
achievement. So th-ere are some things that I think we
need to think about as we move in o our work. Our
job is to persuade parents, principa , and communi-
ties of the values of an integrate education.
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